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For years there have been calls by Canadians for a more healing system of criminal justice. 
We have tinkered with the system but are never any more satisfied with what is developed. 
In an effort to move beyond tinkenng with the pattern of thinking about criminal justice, 
"restorative justice" was developed. Restorative justice seeks to heal al1 parties afTected 
by wrongdoing, including the wrongdoer, the sufferer of wrong and their communities. 
Within the restorative justice literature, however, there are no devefoped cnticai analyses 
of this vision of justice. Nor have any diversityhntersectional analyses been completed. 
The purpose of this thesis, therefore, was to discover whether Canadians involved in the 
restorative justice movement are taking gender, race and class senously. 1 found that 
there has been very little consultation by proponents and governments with equality- 
seeking organizations and the principles of restorative justice are lacking in diversity 
analyses. In addition, the definition of restorative justice is vulnerable to misinterpretation 
thereby increasing the risk that existing inequalities will be transferred into this new vision 
of justice. In conclusion, restorative justice in practice does not, in its present form, 
improve equality for multiply oppressed Canadians, thus resulting in restorative in-justice 
rather than restorative justice. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The contemporary buu word for sentencing refonn is "restorative justice". 

Arising out of a disenchantment with the traditional adversarial (retributive) philosophy of 

justice, restorative justice heralds a more holistic response to crime. It is a response which 

recognizes cnme as a greater transgression than the mere contravention of man-made, 

state-enforced law; a response which accepts that the victim, the community and even the 

offender are the recipients of the harmful effects of crime; a response which regards the 

community context as both a contributor to cnme and as a participant in the solution 

(Waller 1990); a response which stresses the importance of offender accountability; a 

response which emphasizes the importance of the criminal justice process to repair these 

harms; and a response which views state involvement as secondary to comrnunity 

involvement (Le., with the govemrnent taking responsibility for the basic foundation of 

order and the community accepting responsibility for the maintenance of peace and 

hannony) (Van Ness 1993). 

Restorative justice cornes under a number of labels including "transfonnative 

justicey', "healing justice" and "community justicet' (C hurch Council on Justice and 

Corrections (CCJC) 1995, 1). It is actuaiized through processes such as sentencing 

circles, victim-offender mediation, farnily group conferencing, victim-offender 

reconciliation and reintegrative shaming to name a few. Such processes have enjoyed 

some success, however, it can also be argued that restorative justice may not benefit al1 
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members of the "human community" (McCold 1995, 1996). More to the point, 

restorative justice may be having padcular and variable gender, race and class impacts. 

The problem is this: advocates of restorative justice have become so enmeshed in this idea 

of a more healing justice that they are suffering from tunnel-vision - an over indulgence in 

self-promotion and a scarcity of criticai analyses (Pate 1997a). They are working towards 

a specific outcome based on generalities and are not senously reflecting on the 

complexities of the constitution of Canadian society. This disregard for the voices of 

different groups isolates their "area of inquiry within a screened context of social reality . . . 

[that] . . . fails to consider the interdependency of culture, race and class as important 

considerations for women's lives" (Bemat 1995, 2-3). Cultural backgrounds, power- 

imbalances, societal ideologies, and economic strata are key variables at play on a daily 

basis in Canada. As such, these variables must be taken into consideration in the 

development of social policy. 

By and large, however, much social policy is developed with Iittle consideration 

given to issues of gender, race (Williams 1989) or class (Squires 1994). Even less 

attention is paid to the effects of social policy at the intersection of these variables. 

Consequently, there is increasing pressure by equality-seeking orgmizations and feminist 

scholars to incorporate the interactions between these variables in the development and 

implementation of social policy (Blea 1992; Jackman 1994; Jhappan 1996; Khayatt 

1994; Status of Women Canada (SWC) 1996; Williams 1989). More to the point, 

criminai justice policy has been and continues to be particularly vulnerable to 
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margindizations based on gender, race and class variables'. In my Mew, this is due in 

large part, to a lack of fùnding of and consultation with equality-seeking groups, as well as 

little to no intersectional analyses in the development, implementation and evaluation of 

criminal justice programrning. 

Literature on restorative justice tends not to discuss or even consider issues of 

(in)equality. The majority o f  the literature on restorative justice is devoid of any 

substantial discussion on the effect of restorative justice on race, class and gender 

relationships. For instance, Van Ness and Eieetderks Strong, in their publication, 

Restoring Justice (1997), one of the most widely cited publications on the topic, only 

touch briefly upon power-imbalances in the coniext of restorative justice. They recognize 

that power imbalances exist between rich and poor, for racial minority groups, between 

victims and offenders due to "social, economic and political inequities, [or] by a pre- 

existing relationship that may have existed between the two (a particular problem in the 

case of domestic violence cases)" (169). They also concede that these power imbalances 

"will become increasingly important for restorative justice practitioners to recognize and 

address" (169). In recommending a resolution to such imbalances, they suggest a greater 

use of grand juries, inquests and legislative hearings to explore and address the larger 

social problems, rather than ensuring equality within the restorative process. While the 

' See for example, Royai Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Bridging the Cultural Divide: A Report on 
Aboriginal Peopk and Criminal Justice in Canada (19%); Report of the Commission on Systemic Racism 
in the Ontario Criminal Justice System (1995); and Commission of  iaquhy into Certain Events at the 
Prison for Women in Kingston (19%)- 
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larger social problems do indeed need to be addressed, such macro-level equality will take 

a long tirne. If restorative justice processes proceed in the meantime, it is essential that 

more micro-level equality be addressed in the intenm. 

'ïhere is a clear need to integrate criticai analyses into the restorative justice 

'paradigrn' prior to its widespread implementation othenvise the same power imbalances, 

misunderstood contexts and pre-existing social constructions which are present in the 

prevailing adversarial (retnbutive) justice mode1 will be duplicated in restorative justice 

practices. Additiondly, proponents of restorative justice must ask themselves in the 

developmental phase of their program, 

[wlhat steps have been taken to ensure that the level of racism, sexism, 
classism and hornophobia which is presently experienced by members of 
marginalized groups is not simply going to be transferred into the 
community apparatus for delivering restorative justice - and thereby be 
even more difficult to identify and control? As Ruth Morris writes about 
achieving 'transfomative justice': 'We cannot get there without 
recognizing the prominent role of racial, ethnic, and socioeconornic 
discrimination in our existing injustice system' (Goundry 1997, 29). 

Key to this thesis is the up-front recognition of the significant role of racial, gender 

and socioeconomic discrimination in criminal justice policy. The goal of this research and 

analysis is to discover whether Canadians involved in the restorative justice movement are 

taking gender, race and class seriously (i.e., is this a consciousness on the part of the 

people in the movement?) and how, if at aîi, these considerations are influencing the 

restorative justice movement. If these variables are in fact being considered in the 

development and implementation of restorative justice then there should be improved 
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equitylequality under the restorative vision of justice in cornparison to that achieved under 

the adversarial (retributive) system. However, if restorative justice techniques are 

advanced without adequate equality analyses and carefully considered safeguards, 

restorative justice will become one more "alternative" to the current justice system which 

fails to address diversity issues and will result less in restorative justice and more in 

restorative in-justice. 

In the course of trying to answer this question, several subsidiary questions were 

explored. For example, what do Canadians involved in the restorative justice movement 

understand restorative justice to be? What are the views, concems and issues of equality- 

seeking organizations in Canada about restorative justice? What issues can be understood 

Rom circle sentencing rulings (which have typically been conducted with male Aboriginal 

offenders)? Are these alternatives illustrative of "traditional" Aboriginal conflict 

resolution practices as is frequently proffered by proponents, or are they merely techniques 

irnposed upon them by the majority under a rhetoric of 'traditionalism'? 1s it enough to 

retum the "stolen conflict" (Christie 1977) to the pnmary players, or are fùrther 

safeguards required? Do we need to be focusing on structural change (i.e., transfomative 

justice (Moms 1995)) or will a change of "lenses" (Zehr 1990) suffice? What constitutes 

a cornmunity under restorative justice, and what are the variable dynamics that could lead 

to differential influence in unique cucumstances? 
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These questions underscored my exploration of restorative justice. By examining 

restorative justice through an intersectional lens, the meanhg of success is expanded. Not 

only will success be defined by a more healthy society in terms of fewer damaged 

relationships in both the present and the hture, it will also be considered more healthy as a 

result of greater equality for ail. For restorative justice to be more than a band-aid 

solution, it must be put through the rigours of an analysis that addresses the multiple 

dimensions of inequality in order to ensure that we are more than tinkenng with the 

current system. For a shiA in paradigm fiom adversarial injustice to restorative justice to 

be complete, restorative justice must be accompanied by a findamental transformation of 

societal attitude toward crime and criminal justice and by the fiill inclusion of the diversity 

of people who make up Canadian society. 

Throughout the following discussion, several key terms wiii be employed. While 

the terms adversarial (retnbutive) and restorative justice will be discussed at length in the 

text, terms such as gender, race, class and equity/equality, are d e s e ~ n g  of definition. For 

the purposes of this study, gender is understood to be "the culturally specific set of 

characteristics that identifies the social behaviour of women and men and the relationship 

between them ... Like the concepts of class, race and ethnicity, gender is an analytical tool 

for understanding social processes" (SWC 1996, 3). Likewise, race is not defined as 

biological inheritance, but as a "social and political construct that can be relevant to self- 

identity and to the apprehension of social issues" (Patterson, Cameron and Lalonde 1996, 
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230: n. l).' Sirnilarly, class is a "political idea that arise[s] from underlying econornic and 

political structures" (Banton 1977,4). It is used by those with control over the economic 

resources of production and consurnption to demean or exploit those so labelled (Jackman 

1994). Lastly, equity is the process of being fair to al1 people, regardless of gender, race 

or class, while, equality means that al1 people, regardless of gender, race or class enjoy the 

same status. "Equity leads to equality" (SWC 1996, 3). 

Methodology, scope and limitations of the study 

The views of equality-seeking organizations, government oficials, acadernics, 

victims' groups, and representatives of restorative justice programs figure prominently in 

this study. The principle sources of evidence and authority employed within this research 

are information found through literature reviews and participation at and transcripts of 

national and local conferences on restorative justice3. Case law on sentencing circles and 

secondary materials such as govemment documents, and program evaluations also 

provided a significant amount of information. 

It should k noted that the physical characteristics of race are oAen determinhg factors within the 
criminal justice system. That is, by virtue of one's percejved "racc" (colour), the discretion of law 
enfarcement authorities may be advemly flected resulting in an increase in anests and consequentiy a 
decrcase in rcferrals to aitematives io incarceration based on race, rather than on the characteristics of the 
crime itself (Roberts and Doob 19%). 
' Canadian Criminal Justice Association Bi-Annual Conference. Ottawa, Oniuio. Septcmber L997. 
Greater Toronto Arca Restomtivc Justicc Conference. Toronto, Ontario. November 1997. 
Ontario Association of Criminology and Conections. Toronto, Ontario. Febniary 1999. 
Satisfying Justice. Vancouver, B.C. March 1997 (cornpi14 and edited by Scott 1997). 
Wamen's Equaiity Seeking Organizations annual meeting with the Minister of Justice and Attorney 
General of Canada (A Anne MdRllan). ûttawa, Ontario. September 1997 (cranscript by Bruce Levey 
Reporring Services). 
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Survey research (intewiews) was also used. 1 determined my prospective 

interviewees through participant lists fiom conferences, through previous research where 1 

gained knowledge of the mandates of certain organizations or upon the suggestion of 

those contacted, through my work in the federal govemment, and through the Intemet and 

phonebook. Anempts were made to conduct intewiews with twenty-eight (28) individuals 

and group representatives of both genders with a variety of cultural, socio-economic and 

racial backgrounds; however, only eight (8) face-to-face interviews were actually 

conducted. These were with the following organizationdpeople: National Associations 

Active in Criminal Justice (December 03 1997); Canadian Centre for Victims of Crime 

(December 05 1997); Correctional SeMce of Canada (January 23 1998); Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police (January 30 1998); Department of Justice, Canada (January 30 1998); 

Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies (February 12 1998); Mary Cmkonch 

(February 13 1998). An interview with a representative of the Attorney General of British 

Columbia (December 19 1997) was cut short because of time constraints. A fùrther 

scheduled intewiew with a representative of the British Columbia Association of 

Specialized Victim Assistance and Counselling Programs (BCASVACP) was cancelled at 

the time of the meeting due to sickness on the part of the prospective interviewee. Of the 

other groups contacted, in te~ews  were declined for the following reasons: lack of 

fiinding/resources to look at justice issues (4); no established policy or position on 

restorative justice at the time (7); lack of familiarity with restorative justice (2); 

unwillingness to grant interview (1); and failure to retum repeated phone calls (5). 
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The major drawback in conducting research this way is that it is not representative 

of those involved in the restorative justice movement. For example, interviews with 

participants who had been involved as 'vktims' or 'offenders' in a restorative process 

would have benefited the overail analysiq but for practical and privacy reasons 1 chose not 

to pursue direct participant inte~ews. For the goals of this research, the type of 

purposive sampling utilized was adequate in that it provided information that was not 

otherwise available. At the tirne of comrnencing this thesis, there were no written reports, 

to my knowledge, representing the views of Canadian equality-seeking organisations or 

analyses taking into consideration issues of diversity. Accordingly, the information 

derived corn conferences and interviews was integral to providing a picture of the views 

of these groups and of the issues related to diversity. While 1 did not get 

representativeness or breadth, I did get a great deai of information to achieve the goal of 

this thesis: to understand the general arguments from an equality perspective with respect 

to restorative justice and to determine the impact, or possible impact, of the Iack of 

reflection on the effects restorative justice might have on the intersections of gender, race 

and class. 

1 do not purport to provide a comprehensive equality analysis. The variables of 

gender, race and class are only a few of what might in reality be a very long List of equity 

issues that need to be addressed. It is not my intention to dismiss the saliencc of other 

relevant factors such as sexuality, religion, ethnicity, or dislability. 1 acknowledge the 
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importance of these social relations; however, the scope of this research would not permit 

a more extensive investigation. 

Ovewiew 

Chapter two introduces the notion of a paradigm and provides a theoretical lens 

which considers the intersections between and among gender, race and class. In a perfect 

world, a shifi in the justice paradigm fiom retnbutive (adversarial) to restorative would 

automatically be accompanied by suitable mechanisms to secure equality in its application. 

But given that we do not live in a perfect world, the mechanisms are largely absent. By 

analyzing restorative justice through an intersectional lem, the embedded biases and 

stereotypes resulting from the histoncal treatment of. various groups can be brought to 

light. The "interlocking nature of oppression" (Collins 1990) can only be efficiently and 

effectively understood and subsequently repaired through layered analyses. In doing so, 

one mua, as Creese and Stasiulus so eloquently expressed, "challeng[e] the 'categorical 

hegemony' attempted by many Manists with class, many feminists with gender" (1996, 

8), and many critical race theorists with race. 

In order to assess the question of a paradigm shifi, one needs to be aware of the 

histoncal context in which the shift is said to be occumng. To this end, chqpter three 

sketches out the evolution of justice practices h m  ancient legal codes and practices, 

through the religious, western legai and sociaKntellectual revolutions, to contemporary 

Canadian justice. This brief profile of the evolution of conflict resolution practices and 
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ideology will provide a base fiom which to discuss the dynamic social movernent called 

restorative justice. The reader will notice that a more informal system of justice which 

repairs h m  done, rather than punishes the wrongdoer, is not a modem notion, nor are 

the controversies new; the newness lies only in the manner in which these concepts are 

presented and managed in modem society. 

Chapter four examines what is meant by the term restorative justice as well as the 

notions of 'victim', 'offender' and 'community'. An appreciation for the range of 

interpretations and therefore applications of these terms, coupled with their many pairings, 

illustrates the reach that different restorative practices might have. This is of importance 

especially when advocates of different prograrns assume that they are, as the adage says, 

"singing fiom the same song-sheet". This will form the basis from which to critically 

review restorative justice in principle versus in practice, and then subseguently permit me 

to identify the gaps in the area of gender, race and class. 

Chapter fiw builds on the conceptuai h e w o r k  proffered in the previous 

chapters and identifies several theoretical and practical boundaries that this "new" vision 

of justice has on gender, race and class, and their intersections in practice. In doing so, 

the views of several practitioners, goverment officials, non-govemment organization 

(NUI) officials, academics and judicial officials involved in the restorative justice 

movement in Canada, in defence of, and in opposition to, restorative justice are 

considered. This assessrnent is conducted in üght of the principal question guiding this 
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research: whether Canadians involved in the restorative justice movement are taking 

gender, race and class senously, and how, if at dl, these considerations are iduencing the 

restorative justice movement. 

Choper six sumrnarizes the principal findings and outlines necessary next seps 

with regard to the future of the restorative justice movement. 



CHAPTER 2: DIFFERENCES OF UNIVERSE AND MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS 
OF INEQUALITY 

In Canada, the current paradigm of criminal justice is adversarial, is discussed 

almost exclusively in tenns of degrees of harm perpetrated by the offender and is focused 

on the pend yardstick. This is largely referred to as the retributive paradigm. However, 

dissatisfaction with this model of justice sparked several academics (Bazemore and Schiff 

1996; Bazemore and Umbreit 1994, 1995; Cragg 1992; Galaway and Hudson 1990 and 

1996; McCold 1995, 1996; McCold and Wachtel 1997; Messmer and Otto 1992; 

Umbreit and Carey 1995; Van Ness 1993; Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997; 

Walgrave 1995; Wright 1991; Zehr 1990) to commit themselves to the developrnent of a 

new paradigm which encompasses a healing approach to the resolution of wrongdoing. It 

is distressing to note, though, that there is no consideration in the literature to date of the 

impact that this "new paradigm might have on multiply oppressed individuais and groups. 

It is critical to address this as, it is my contention, that for a paradigm shift to a healing 

model to be complete, it must be accompanied by suitable mechanisms to secure equality 

in its application. To this end, the purpose of this chapter is to outline the constitution of 

a paradigm, and to introduce a theoretical lens through which to assess the success of the 

paradigm shifi. 

The '~ai111re of dsting mla is the prelude to o semh for new ones" 

Much discourse on the nature of paradigms has ensued since the publication of nte 

Structure of (icientijic RevoIufions by Thomas Kuhn in 1962. Kuhn gained notoriety 
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when he linked "the philosophy of science to the sociology of scientific practice" 

(Harvey 1982, 85). At the time, Kuhn's insights into the nature of paradigms was 

considered revolutionary. However, Kuhn's discussion of paradigms is geared strictly to 

the scientific world, a weakness for which he received considerable criticism. 

Nevertheless, one can identib parallels in other areas of scholarship and, as a result, the 

notions of paradigms and paradigm shiAs have become common currency in the social 

sciences (Harvey 1982.89). 

Paradigms embody Our current constructions of reality about something. They are 

common sense explanations - "a constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so ony' 

(Kuhn 1970, 175) - which fit observed phenomena and provide reasons for why things are 

or are not possible. However, structures within society are not static. The inadequacy of 

existing rules, for example, can leave explanations and corresponding processes operating 

in the past and can be the prelude to a search for new rules (Kuhn 1970). Not 

unexpectedly then, paradigms can and do change over time (Zehr 1990). 

The move from the Ptolemaic paradigrn to the Newtonian paradigm provides a 

classic illustration of a "paradigm" shifi. Until the seventeenth-century scientific 

revolution, it was understood that the world was decidedly Bat and that the universe 

revolved around the earth (Ptolemaic paradigm). In time, with technological advances and 

tiirther investigation, a growing collection of evidence fell outside the expectations of this 

paradigm. Even though scientists began to question the existing d e s ,  the Ptolemaic 
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paradigrn was not instantaneously discarded. For centuries, this paradigm had been the 

pillar to which scientific. philosophicai and theological doctrine had been tethered; to 

abandon it forthwith would have been revolutionary and fkightening. Consequently, in 

order to stabilize the paradigm, its inconsistencies were masked by a nurnber of refonns. 

in the eariy eighteenth century, however, the number of refonns became too great to be 

accommodated by the Ptolemaic paradigm such that it was eventually replaced by an 

ostensibly more logical paradigm introduced by Copemicus and ushered in by Newton. 

This new paradigm not only put the Sun at the centre of the universe and recognized the 

earth as one of the planets, Newton's physics made it workable by assuming that certain 

regularities existed and could be explained in terms of cause-and-effect; it provided rules 

and a more fitting explanation for how the universe fùnctions. 

Edward de Bono (1985) discusses the nature of paradigms in ternis of "differences 

of universe." These "differences of universe" can be explained as a disharmony between 

two or more patterns of thinking about reality. He claims that "[t]alking across universes 

is even worse than talking across languages." To illustrate, he suggests that "[ilf you talk 

English to a Japanese [person] who does not understand you then there is no 

communication. With universes, if you are talking in one universe and the listener is 

listening in another universe there may be no real comprehension but the listener believes 

he or she is understanding" (52). Kuhn's tenn for this phenornenon was 

"incornensurabiiity" (1970, 198-200). de Bono also states that we perceive in an 'active' 

information universe, whkh requires us to organize incornhg information into 'self- 
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organizing information systems'. Self-organizing information systems are the brain 

paths we use to assirnilate facts and file them in our minds for future reference. These 

patterns of understanding reality resemble the funows created by the flow of water down 

a hi11 which wen created by the water taking the least resistant route. A change in 

direction is uniikely without the removal of debris, such as rocks and twigs, which act as 

baniers to alternative routes. 

The retributive paradigm of justice is one way of organizing reality. The 

retributive paradigm shapes how Western Europeans define problems relating to 

wrongdoings and what we recognize as appropriate solutions. Within this context, 

wrongdoings are conceived of as "crimes" and the appropriate solution to crime is 

"punishment". For decades this has been the universe in which we have understood 

wrongdoings. Once a wrongdoing has occurred, our 'self-organizing information systems' 

open the gate that guides us down the path where punishrnent is the logical result. Zehr 

(1995) explains this further in the following excerpt: 

The retnbutive paradigm creates its own reality.. . .Punishrnent, not 
resolution or settlement, is seen as the appropriate outcome. Responsibility 
becomes absolute, defined in terms of guilt rather than liability. Outcomes 
are imposed with little participation by victim or offender, shaping our 
perceptions of what can and should be done (89). 

If someone were to suggest that resolution or settiement is the appropriate outcome to 

wrongdoing* that responsibility is defined in tems of liability, and that participation of 

victims and offenden is paramount, an individual rooted in the retniutive paradigm would 
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have difficulty understanding this different universe. It would fa11 outside what this 

individual would deem to be common sense. 

In Canada, Western Europeans have, since before Confederation, employed a 

çtate-owned advenarial philosophyl in the context of criminai "justice." Individuals are 

pitted against the state, the administration of pain (punishment) is the nile rather than the 

exception, victims and offenders are mere speaators to the court proceedings (their 

lawyers are the active participants), and the adversarial process outweighs outcome (Le., 

punishment over healing). Over the years, numerous refoms have been promoted to 

respond to criticisms of the system. Cnticisms were aimed at the inadequacy of the 

facilities (Baehre 1977), the deficiency in the ability to treat andfor rehabilitate an orender 

(Carrigan 1991), and the disregard for the human, emotional needs of victims and 

offenders throughout the justice process (Zehr 1995). However, dressing-up the 

Our cunent sysiem of justice in canada is bascd on adversariness. Even if we are to conceive of the 
fiinction of law as "not to solve conflicts but to seek to avoid hem ûy prohibiting hamfid behaviour", as 
suggested by Cragg (1992, 178), adversariness is inevitable. Free will and laws repressing free will invite 
adversariness, and imposing M e r  adverse conditions, such as trial, jail ctc. in the name of justice ta 
respond to the conilict, neither resolves nor repairs the conflict for the victim, the community or the 
offender. In this regard, 1 will employ thc tcnn "adversariai" to denote our a m n t  system of justice, not 
retnbutive as has been suggested by several authow. 1 find that cetributive is not an easily defined word. 
Sernantically, the k m  retribution is very broad. Its rneaning has at Ieast two mots: one meaning revenge 
and the other meaning satisfactionireparation. Our cunent system, I muid argue, d u s  neither 
exclusiwly. For example, Roôerts and Birkenmayer's (1997) study on the use of sentencing guidelines by 
judges in Canada found that while indeed judges are punitive, it is rare that an ofinder ceceives a 
maximum penalty - which is imnic in and of itsclf as the public is of the be1ief that the judges are k ing  
too soA on crime. Moreowr, it is rare for victims to feel vindiatecl or satisfied by cunent practjces, and 
offenden, who are often victims of earlier abuse themseIves, are not provideri with the necessary situations 
in which CO accept responsibility and/or gmw into law abiding citizens. As such, the curent justice 
systern in Canada will k tefened to, as what it is: adversarial, in bath process and principle. 
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retributive system with penitence, rehabilitation. treatment, and reintegration reforms 

was no more than a clever attempt to preserve the 'cornfortable' traditional adversarial 

paradigm under the guise of a more humanitarian approach. Even the Statement of 

Princi'es for Victims of Crime, adopted by the Ministers responsible for Justice in 1988, 

which was to "guide them in promoting access to justice, fair treatment, and provisions of 

assistance to victims of crime" (Waller 1990, 463), has done little to promote the active 

participation of victims within the process, other than as witnesses for the prosecution. As 

the preponderance of Canadians operate under a "presumption of prison" (Zehr 1990), 

most would consider alternatives to incarceration as "soft on crime," thus failing to 

understand the impact that an alternative could have if considered in a different "universe." 

It follows then that the promotion of alternative approaches on a bedrock of adversariness 

(retribution) is not unlike re-arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. Unless there is a 

change in the way in which we conceive of 'crime' and Our response to it, the current 

system may collapse under its own weight. As part of this reconceptualization, it is 

essential that any new paradigm for justice be put through the rigours of an analysis that 

addresses the multiple dimensions of inequaiity, in order to ensure that the paradigm has 

tmly shified to a healing mode1 and that we are not still tinkering with the retributive 

(adversarial) system. It is easy to change the system so that the process is different, but to 

change the system so that the foundation is dEerent and results in a healing justice 

requires a lot more work. We need to look at the whole person and the social context in 

order to heai and not base justice on generalizations and false universalisms. 
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Multiple dknsions of inequalily 

There is much (warranted) pressure fiom multiply-oppressed and equality-seeking 

groups for intersectional analyses in contemporary scholarship (Bakashi, Goodwin, Painter 

and Southem 1995; Blea 1992; Jackman 1994; Jhappan 1996; Khayatt 1994; 

Patterson, Cameron and Lalonde 1996). Intersectional analyses permit the discovery of 

the configurations and repressive efects of the various points of intersection of, for 

exarnple, gender, race and class, and facilitate the development of ways to eradicate these 

historical constructions (Schwartz and Milovanovic 1996). In particular, there is an 

appeal for analyses of social policy not only to reject the singular focus on male subjects in 

which the "male subject [is the] theoretical point of departure" (Creese and Stasiulis 1996, 

6), but also to reject the gender-centric2 (Carlen 1994) and gender essentialist3 (Jhappan 

1996) positions advanced by many ferninists. Not only are these one-dimensional 

ideologies inattentive to the importance of race and class influences4 they ignore the 

multidimensionaiity of power through the employrnent of an "either-or" dichotomy. The 

"possibility that identity can be contingent on the simultaneous intersection of these 

categories" is ignored (Patterson, Cameron and Lalonde 1996, 23 0). Intersectional 

analyses should be fiindamental to the development and implementation of social policy in 

2 By gender-cenuic, Carlen is rcfemng to the tendency for academics to either set concepts such as 
gender, race and class in hierarchies, with gender ''always king the most important in tenns of 
explanation or characterizaion of sets of rclationships or that ail theory should be 'gendered'" (1994, 
140-14 1). 
' By gender essentidia, Jhappan (1996) is refémng to the notion of the "mcntial woman". However, 
this "genenc woman" she says "is not only white, but mici& cl=, and also able-bodied, heterosexual, 
and in Canada, the United States, Bntain. Austraiia, and New Zcalaad at least, d l y  anglophonen (22). 
' The variables gender, race and class are examples of what mïght k a very long l i d  While this research 
focura on these three variables, it is in no way intended to discount other important variables such as 
se.Yual orientation or disability. 
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order to idente potential inequalities, and to respond to and thereby prevent their 

subsequent existence in prograrns flowing out of policy. In order to understand the 

significance and application of intersectional analyses, it is important to understand the 

context out of which intersectional analyses evolved. 

Feminism had its beginnings questioning the privilege of maleness. This privilege 

was evident in the workforce, social settings, the household, as well as in academe. The 

preponderance of scholarship on social, economic and legal issues was premised on the 

universal male - white, middle class, able-bodied and heterosexuai men were the beginning 

and the end in research on the effects of some variable on humankind (Creese and Stasiulis 

1996; Jhappan 1996). Feminists challenged the universal male. Over time feminism 

expanded, and since the 1960s theories identifjing the rampant inequality of women have 

abounded. There are many different streams of feminism, including liberal, radical, 

Mancist and socialist, but al1 flow from the same premise: that women have been relegated 

a subordinate status to men, and that action must be taken to abolish such blatantly 

coerced inequality (Renzetti and Curran 1 995). 

In the 1970s and 19809, white feminists, having categorically exposed male 

univenalism, found themselves subject to critique. They were cnticized for creating a 

universal femaie, based on models of themselves. This universal woman sidelined multiply 

oppressed groups, such as women of colour and women in the lower economic strata 

(Baca Zim and Di11 1996; Weber 1998). This was not a new debate, however. In Akron, 
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Ohio in 185 1, it is said that Sojoumer Truth, a former slave, abolitionist and feminist, 

posed the rhetorical question at a women's rights convention: ''Ain't 1 a woman," to 

illustrate that black women are women too and to make the point that their voices should 

not be absent from feminist/abolitionist dialogue (Wing 1997). However, the passage of 

over 100 years did litde to reform feminist ideology. Women of colour continued to 

question the "hegemony of feminisms constructed primarily around the lives of white 

middle-class women" (Baca Zinn and Di11 1996, 32 1). Not only did women of colour 

oppose the use of one dimensional theories of gender which offer a "false universalism" of 

the concept of 'woman' (Baca Zinn and Dill 1996, 322). they also ~bmit ted that the 

employrnent of the single variable of 'gender' in feminist analyses presupposes that women 

are a homogeneous group5 (Baca Zinn and Di11 1996; Bemat 1995; Henriques 1995). 

In an effort to counter this female universalism, gender scholarship began to 

branch out into discrete areas where analyses could capture the unique expenences of 

women of colour, the majority of whom were poor or working class (Weber 1998). This 

' if women were of a homogeneous group, al1 women would have shared vainlues, uaditions, belids and 
histories. Moreover, power irnbalanccs, Merenas or conflicts could not exist among women, and a l I  
women would have to have equal access and opportunity in life (Cmkovich 1995). Raearch studies oflen 
assume that "we can isolate a gender variable and import meaning to it without furthet inquiry about the 
women and the cultural milieu from which these women originate" (Bernai 1995, 1). In doing so, 
researchen neglect to consider how the strains of historical heritage, rich cultural roots, and cultural and 
group dinerenccs generated as a result of interaction within a racially stratified &al order aEect women 
in unique ways (Baca Zinn and Dill 1996; Beniat 1995; Henriques 1995; Ralston 199 1). This argument is 
also seen extensively thughout scholarship on Fi Nations Peoples in Canada wheere the Canadian use 
of the term Aboriginal presupposes that iûi Fust Nations PeopIes, al1 Mdtis. and al1 Inuit are a 
homogenous group (Cnikovich 199%. 
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led to a multitude of feminisms that "exhibit[ed] a plurality of inteliectual and political 

positions" (Baca Zinn and Di11 1996, 326), none of which were universally accepted. Over 

time, the struggle between the seemingly distinct entities of race, gender, and class to be 

the principal analytical category explaining inequality began to encounter the barriers 

associated with the hierarchizing of systems of oppression - of race over gender, for 

example (Baca Zinn and Di11 1996; Weber 1998). Advocates of each analytical category 

began to recognize and accept that "inequality could not be explained, let alone 

challenged, via a race-only, class-only, or gender-only framework" (Collins 1995, 492). 

Common themes fiom the seemingly competing theones began to appear: 

Jhappan (1996) on class: "The Canadian political economy Stream . . . has 
yet to undentand that the intersections of race, gender and class produce 
far more complex results than can be accounted for by class alone" (1 8). 

Baca Zinn and Dill(1996) on race: "For example, people of the same race 
will experience race differently depending upon their location in the class 
structure as working class, professional managerial class, or unemployed; 
in the gender structure as female or male.. . " (327). 

In the mid-1980s, it was becoming increasingly apparent that the limitations that 

women who are multiply oppressed encountered could not be understood by looking 

through a unidimensional scope; rather these barriers needed to be considered by taking 

into account the multidimensionality and interconnectedness of class, gender and race 

systems (Weber 1998). This 'interlockhg nature of oppression,' so entitled by Patricia 

Collins (1990), can be likened to looking through a kaleidoscope where race, class, 

gender, sexuality, geography, disability, among other social constructions and variables, 
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are al1 different points and colours that interact simultaneously thus creating new 

pictures with each tum. This is mirrored in the unique6 lives of each individual whose 

lived reality becomes altered across time and space by dflerent systems of power 

relations, competing societal and individual interests, and contextual diversity. To this 

end, the importance of rnultidimensionai analyses in gender, race and class schoiarship was 

becoming more evident and theoreticians delved deeper. 

Commun thernes in gender, race and cl- sckdiuship 

Conceptual fiameworks for understanding race, class and gender (Weber 1998), 

interlocking oppressions and intersectionality (Collins 1995; Creese and Stasiulis 1996; 

Khayatt 1994), multiracial feminism (Baca Zinn and Di11 1996). and integrative anti-racism 

(George and Ramkissoon 1998) are not grand theories. They are models intended to 

orient the academic, researcher, scholar or policy analyst to consider the many variables at 

play in every social situation (Collins 1990). To daim to have the single, unitary, dl- 

encompassing theory would defeat the fundamental pnnciple of the multidimensionai 

argument. Because an individual's lived reality is unique f'rom others' expenences, the 

claimant would have a difficuit time convincing scholars of a unifonn plurdity. In the 

words of Jhappan (1996), "...theones which pretend to [have] universalistic application 

mua be discarded in favour of more cornplex, layered analyses which account for the 

- -- 

11 shouid k n o t d  that while miy individual is entircly unique. t h e ~  are rome macm level experienca 
that are similar for groups of people, and it is these grounds upon which social policy and progmnxning 
can and must be explored. Micro level eqeriences are important factors; hawevet, it would be impossiile 
to ever &éct far-reaching social policy that is in the test inteiuu of ai l  people at the level of 
individuaiism. 
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multifaceted intersections of race, gender, class, and other variables" (22). The purpose 

of these types of layered analyses is to explore what it is to be, for example, a man, a 

women; a husband, a wife; an employee, an employer in a particular situation at a 

particular time as a result of the simultaneous interactions of class, race, and gender 

(George and Ramkissoon 1998). Weber (1998) has identified five themes common to 

race, class, gender and semaiity scholarship that describe the way that each are 

conceptualized as systems of oppression. 

The first theme identified by Weber is that race, class and gender and other 

variables are al1 contextuaII Although they persist throughout hiaory, each is subject to 

change both temporally and spatially - none are static and fixed. With societal 

transformation corne new definitions, interpretations, and understandings. This concept of 

interpretive transformation and shifking contextual meanings is well illustrated by the term 

"Indian". "Indian" was not a distinct classification until the arriva1 of Western Europeans 

and the creation of a govemment which considered "Indians" as a single group (Mawhiney 

1994). Pnor to this, one could not be an Indian rather only an Iroquois, Ojibway or Cree - 
identity was linked to a tribe, not to race (Svensson 1979). In 1869 the Act for the 

Gradual Enjrnchïsement of the Indians was passed by the British Government which 

shifted the definition of "Indian" fiom "a cultural concept that was seKdefined to a legal 

one imposed by the government" (Mawhiney 1994.24). 
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In 1876, the Indiun Act was passed in Canada. This was at a time when the goal 

of defi~ng "Indian" was to civilire, through assimilation, those considered "Indian" into 

Euro-Western ways. As such, by defining "Indian" as "any male person of Indian blood 

reputed to belong to a particular band; any child of such person; and any women who is or 

was lawfully mar r i4  to such a person," a dominantlsubordinate relationship between the 

State and "Indian" peoples was ostensibly legitimized (Mawhiney 1994, 27). Between 

1876 and 1926 the Act was amended 25 times. Many of the changes further limited the 

definition of "Indian" in order, in part, to reflect shifis in intent fiom assimilation to 

segregation (Mawhiney 1994). The current Act gives three identifiers for Canada's first 

inhabitants: Indian, Métis and Inuit. While the tenns Métis and Inuit are routinely 

employed. the umbrella term, First Nations Peoples, is the term employed by the people 

themselves and is a more appropriate term than Indian because it is more respecthl of 

their history. It must be remembered, however, that while the majority of "Indians" 

continue to Iink their identities to their tribe, they are epistemologically dependent on 

Western imported tenns "in order to participate in the Euro-Canadian political and social 

system" (West 1995,279). 

The above is an attempt to illustrate that shifts in context alter the meaning of a 

word, even if the term remains the sarne. A similar exarnple could be developed for the 

tenns woman and mother, which have undergone great transfomations over the years to 

reflect changing views with respect to the female person in Western culture. On another 

leve!, situations can be misunderstood if they are being viewed through the lens of another 
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culture (i.e., dEerent context). For example, researchers oflen conduct studies in 

societies other than their own. Their research is grounded in their own perceptions of 

reality and, therefore, the set of facts that surround a particular situation, such as the roles 

of males and females in the study society, are evaluated fiom that dominant outlook. As 

suc4 presurnptions are made about how certain things ought to be. In this regard, Foster 

(1993) suggests that much of the research on Hidatsa and Crow women is imperfect 

because the lens through which these women were studied was fiom the dominant western 

standpoint. Foreign assumptions about social, economic and fernale-male relations 

informed the analyses and the traditional role of these women was disregarded (Bemat 

1995). It is important, therefore, to appreciate that gender, race and class must be 

understood within a specific historical and global context, and accept that there are no 

definitions that can be applied universally. 

The second theme identified by Weber is that the terms gender, class and race are 

socially constmcted, not fixed biological traits, "whose meaning develops out of group 

struggles over socially valued resources" (Weber 1998, 18), with the 'dominant' group 

ascribing value-laden labels to the 'subordinate' group. An individual falls into a number 

of categories including, male or femde, White or Black (or non-White) which translates 

into social ranking, such as worthy or unworthy, good or bad (Lorber 1994). This theme 

complements the former. Refer back to the changing definition of "Indian." While the 

definition was amended over time to reflect changing ideologies of the 'dominant' group, 
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the terni "Indian" throughout has had a stigmatizing effeet based in Euro-Western 

domination through assimilation and segregation. 

Weber (1998) fiirther illustrates this point with the following example: 

Middle-class mothers who stay at home to care for their children are ofien 
viewed by the dominant culture as "good mothers," yet poor women who 
do the sarne are viewed as l a q  or "welfare queens." "How cm women's 
reproductive capacities prescribe their roles as mothers when we have 
different expectations for mothers of different classes.. . ?'( 19). 

Similar valuations are made on the basis of whether a mother is a gestational mother, a 

surrogate mother or a social mother. Herein lies the problem of socially constmcted 

definitions: by pennitting individuals only one constant identikng feature (Le., wealthy or 

poor), we ignore a subject's background, heritage, and cultural or group values generated 

as a result of interaction within a stratified social order (Bemat 1995). 

The third theme identified by Weber expands on the previous two points. That is, 

writers of gender, race and class studies emphasize the dominant-subordinate systems of 

power relationhips that exist in society. One group exercises control over another in a 

struggle to gain a significant portion of valued resources - weaith, access to health care, 

education, etc. - in society. Because there is a focus on the relational nature of these 

power relationships, scholars of race, class and gender studies focus on privilege as well as 

oppression. One cannot exist without the other. There cannot be an esteemed race unless 

there are races which are singied out as less desirable; there cannot be control udess there 

is restriction; and there camot be ownership without others' labour (Weber 1998). 
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For example, Westem Europeans employed several tems to establish their 

'supenority' ovcr First Nations peoples. The tems 'indigenous,' 'native' and 'aboriginal' 

are Westem tems "which allow us to position, in our minds, groups of people in a specific 

area" (West 1995, 285). Furthemore, these terms are often paired with the words 

"savage" and "primitive," which tend to evoke images of uncivilized barba ri an^.^ These 

tems are simpiy unifying misnomers imposed upon First Nations people by extemal forces 

whose aim it was to simultaneously separate, categonze, and assimilate this perceived 

subordinate class (Wood 1994). 

The fourth theme identified by Weber is that in order to understand the 

intercomecting influences in people's lives, a purely quantified analyses is wholly 

inadequate; research in both the social structurai (nt(cr0) and social psychological 

(micro) are necessary. Granted, statistics and censii are useful in situating an individual or 

group in the larger societal scheme, but they do not provide a clear picture of the personal 

biographies of the subjects, or cultural traditions of specific cornmunities, or where they sit 

exactiy in the 'matrix of domination' (Weber 1998). Patricia Collins (1995) draws a more 

germane distinction between macro and micro oppressions: 

First, the notion of interiocking oppressions refers to the rnacro level 
connections linking systems of oppression such as race, class and gender. 
This is the mode1 describing the social structures that create social 
positions. Second, the notion of intersectionality describes micro level 
processes - namely, how each individuai and group occupies a social 

7 However, it is interesting to note that these words in their original fonn are f i  from pejorative. 
"Rathet.. .the words 'primitive' (from the Latinprimiths meaning 'in the firsi place') and 'savage' (hm 
the Latin sifuatims meaning 'Living in the woods') simpty refer to Grst experienas with naturen 
(Dianioncl 1974, 124-1 251). 
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position within interlocking structures of oppression described by the 
metaphor of intersectionality. Together they shape oppression (492). 

Weber (1998) illustrates this through the €ollowing exarnple. "Today's working woman" 

is most often conceived of as a Caucasian, married professional who has attained a 

position of power in the labour force. But, this is more the exception than the rule and is 

not consistent with the lived reality of most women. Nevertheless, this is the image 

portrayed in the media - an image which represents the dominant race and class. Women 

are consistently measured up to this distorted image of perfection by society, and when 

women "corne to believe that their failure to measure up is a result of personal limitations - 
a lack of talent, desire or effort - they intemalize the oppression" (Weber 1998, 24). In 

order to resist intemaiizing the oppression, women must be aware of "the dominant belief 

system [and the] nature of and the structural barriers to attaining the 'ideal"' (Weber 

1998, 24). In this way they can develop positive self-images and selfidefinition. 

The fifth theme identified by Weber is that race, class and gender operate 

concurrently in every social situation, that is, they are simultaneously expressed. 

Therefore, it is important to avoid an 'additive' approach when conducting research (i.e., 

using one structure as fundamental and adding the other factors and stirring.. .) (Collins 

1995). We must atso acknowledge that "almost al1 of us occupy both dominant and 

subordinate positions and experience" (Weber 1998, 24), and that "intersecting forms of 

domination produce 60th oppression and oppominity" (Baca Zinn and DiIl 1996, 327). 

Different situations will sometimes work to one's advantage, other times they can be 
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oppressive; therefore, says Weber (1998), no one individual or group can legitimately 

"deny their privilege or daim absolute victim status" (29). 

Weber's goal in identifjing these themes is to raise questions and issues to 

consider in analyses, stating that "the most important tools we bring to the analyticd 

process are the questions we ask" (1998, 27). Her questioning conceptual fiarnework is 

now being woven into course cumcula and academics are incteasingly posing research 

questions that address the nature of the interconnectedness and interactions of race, 

gender and class structures. It is important that scholarship on race, class and gender be 

approached with a sensitivity to the zeitgeist of the era as well as its historical foundations, 

and a consciousness of the geographic setting, past and present, of each social group to be 

studied. This holistic approach will infonn the analysis and perhaps provide a greater 

understanding of global diversity as wetl as outline prospective trenddpattems for future 

conduct. Moreover, as systems of inequality are socially constructed, not naturally 

occumng, change is not unattainable. At its most simplistic level, it is a matter of putting 

ourselves in a person's shoes who is 'different' from us and trying to understand life from 

their perspective. Not only should we have the opportunity to try to understand the lives 

of others at the macro, societal level, but also at the micro, psychological level. 

Therefore, it is important that researchers dialogue with those ihey are writing about in 

order to gain an appreciation for the way that the power of the dominant class causes them 

to act and react, and more importantly, to understand how this power has atTected their 

pasts and how it rnight affect their fbtures. 



To this end, it is logical to conclude that: 

... intersectional forms of analysis, which consider how different systems of 
stratification and their associated discourses and ideologies intersect, 
provide a more complex sense of the rnultidimensional nature of power, 
privilege and inequality in contemporary societies (Creese and Stasiulis 
1996, 8). 

This tool for diversity analysis will be used to bnefly explore justice paradigrns 

through the ages and will be applied more diligently to the "new" restorative justice. If 

Canadians are to be successfiil in developing and implementing a healing approach to 

criminal justice in Canada, proponents must conduct extensive analyses, including an 

intersectional analysis. The shift will only reach the significance of a paradigm shifi if it is 

accompanied by suitable mechanisms to ensure equality in its application. A paradigm 

shifi would require a fiindamental rethinking of criminal justice as it is today; an 

intersectionai analysis would be an essential element of that rethinking. Intersectional 

analysis is relatively new to the criminal justice forum, but it must be used to avoid merely 

tinkering with the system in the development and implementation of a restorative vision of 

justice. The following chapter will demonstrate how the quest for social dominance by an 

élite few resulted in less community-based dispute resolution and increased state imposed 

punishment. Power-relationships in the form of church and state control were instituted 

through feudai dominion, assimilation practices and patriarchal ideologies, al1 of which 

impacted Canadian criminal justice through the years. 



CHAPTER 3: "CHANGING LENSES"': PAST JUSTICE AS FUTURE JUSTICE? 

Actions which Molate the social a d o r  moral values of a particular cornrnunity, 

society or country are responded to through various mechanisms ranging from requinng 

the orender to acknowledge the harm done and taking responsibility to capital 

punishrnent. These rnechanisms shifk over time to respond to changing social structures. 

Over the centuries, wrongdoings have been regarded as "violation[s] of people and iheir 

relationships' (Zehr 1995, 2 IO), as transgressions against the moral order, as crimes 

against the King's peace. and as crimes that are committed against socieg (our current 

belief). These transformations are the result of struggles for authority and for control over 

non-confonners, not necessarily any fdure of preceding mechanisms of dispute resolution. 

In this regard, past patterns of thinking about justice can provide contemporary poiicy 

makers with an informative basis from which to consider the future of Canadian justice. 

Until several hundred years ago in western Europe, wrongdoings were seen as 

involving the violation of an individual, not of a state imposed law. In time, the individual 

victim came to be replaced by the state and the response to contlict changed. Before long, 

variations of the adversarial (retnbutive) paradigm of criminal justice came to "monopolize 

our vision" (Zehr 1990, 97). Contemporary adversariai methods and punitive tools, such 

as incarceration, are ingrained in the Canadian psyche (Griffiths and Verdun-Jones 1989) 

- - - - -  - -- 

' This is ihe title of one of the most well known books on restorative justice: Chmging Lenses by Howard 
Zehr (1995). 
' While really a variation on "King's Peace". crimes againd 60EKty and paying one's debt to Society are 
the contemporary phrases employed 
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and are in direct contrast to the fundamentally positive restorative techniques of several 

ancient legal codes where retributive sanctions were used only in instances of last resort. 

Because the criminal justice system in Canada has, for centuries, been ovenvhelrningly 

discussed in terms of degrees of harm, acadernics, practitioners, policy makers, and the 

public alike accept the pend yardstick - that is where punishment is rneasured by the 

amount of pain3 inflicted upon an 'offender'. To this end, justice is often calculated in 

tems of time served within the confines of a prison or penitentiary, not by victim 

satisfaction, the righting of relationships or the re-establishment of balance within a 

comrnunity . 

As will be seen, however, public perceptions and attitudes about justice change 

over time. In Canada, in the late 1990s. there has been a distinct movement towards a 

more restorative system of justice. At the same tirne, we maintain a strong foot-hold in 

the adversarial (retributive) system. As a result, the merits of these two 'universes' are 

being debated. To ground this discussion it is helpful to look to our past practices. 

We have been fighting the same battle for centuries. We tinker with the system but 

are never any more satisfied with what is developed. The change from a system where 

wrongdoing was regarded as the violation of people and their relationships to a system 

where the King's Peace was Molated marked the move to a consolidated authority base 

' Chnstie (1981) descnko pain as: "punishment as administed by the penai îaw system is the consciaus 
infliciing of pain ... It k iatended within pend institutions that those at the rcaiving end shPU get 
something that makes them unhappy, something that hurts" (16). 
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where the few could have power. This resulted in less comunity-based dispute 

resolution and increased state imposed punishment. Power-relationships in the fonn of 

church and state control were instituted through feudal dominion, assimilation practices 

and patnarchal ideologies. We have continued to build on this pattern of thinking about 
. 

the criminal justice system and it is in this vein that ' ive have constructed elaborate 

institutions.. . [but]. . . because the pattern itself is wrong.. . .it is no wonder they fail" (Van 

Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997, 13). 

The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to provide a cursory oveMew of the 

evolution of pend ideology and the tinkerings to the justice system as it began in the years 

Before Cornmon Era (B .c.E.)~, through Iegal, religious, social and intellectual revolutions 

in continental western Europe and England, concluding with Canadian correctional 

philosophy in the twentieth century. 

Anciefit codes and practices: Violations of people and their reia~ionships 

Restitutive and restorative practices were established in the ancient legal codes of 

several Middle Eastern and Western civilizations. The Codes of Hammurabi (c. 1700 

B.C.E.) and Lipit-Ishtar (1875 B.C.E.) both ordered restitution for property offences. 

Certain Middle Eastern codes including, the Sumenan Code of UrNammu (c. 2050 

B.C.E.) and the Code of Eshnuma (c. 1700 B.C.E.) even prescribed restitution for 

B.C.E. and CE. repiace B.C. and AD., ieJpeç<ively. B.C.E. stanâs for "Beforc Common ER" and C.E. 
stands for "Common Era" (Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). 
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offences which were of a violent nature. In the West, the Roman Law of the Twelve 

Tables (449 B.C.E.) provided an ascending sa le  of restitution requinng "thieves to pay 

double restitution unless the property was found in their houses; in that case, they paid 

triple damages; for resisting the search of theù houses, they paid quadruple restitution" 

(Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997, 8). Restitution for wrongdoings ranging from 

th& to homicide was also included in the Lex Saiica (c. 496 C.E.), the earliest existing set 

of Germanic tribal laws. Likewise, meticulously detailed restitution schedules, 

demarcating the values of each finger and its nail, can be found in the English Laws of 

Ethelbert (c. 600 C.E.). Each of these legal codes demonstrates a comrnon desire, 

spanning both tirne and space, to restore community5 peace through meaningful and 

penonal restitution between the offender and their fmily and the victim and their family 

(Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). 

During this 

individuals - not as 

time, crime was viewed interpersonally - a conflict between two 

a conflict between one individuai and the state. Resotution of the 

dispute was to be carried out in the community between the victirn (or a representative of 

the victim in the case of murder) and the offender. Such traditional community oriented 

practices maintained a focus on the h m  done, not on the breach of law or of morality. 

Crime was understood to create responsibilities whose fiilfillment was generally 

accomplished through either feud, negotiation, restitution, or reconciliation. In most 

' Comunity in this senie means the disputaats. Community peace, thedore, implies the suppression of 
the illegai behaviour and the balancing of relations between the disputanis so that life may pmceed 
n o d y  (Hoebei L973). 
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cases, restitution was the favoured instrument, with church and community leaders acting 

as intermediaries, helping to negotiate and subsequentiy record the amved-at settlement. 

Failing successfùl negotiation, the disputants could choose pnvate vengeance or legal 

recourse6; however, these were generally used as actions of 1st  resort, either to ensure 

retnbution or to coerce mediated settlement (Hoebel 1973; Zehr 1990). Restitution 

contributed to the maintenance of balance within the typically small comrnunities. The 

public recognition of the victirn's injury and the offender's acknowledgment of 

responsibility tended to be seen as of greater importance than the need for the infiiction of 

pain on the offender. Although retributive options did exist, restitution was a more 

fiequently employed method of reparation. 

The influence of religion cannot be discounted in the formation of these codes. In 

studies of law and religion, the etymology of legal tenninology is often traced back to the 

language of the Old Testament. The desire for the reparation of harm to both victim and 

6 The contemponry equivalent to private vengeance would likely be what is lemied vigilantism, and 
sirnilar to personal vigilantism today, private vengeance was rarely practiced. Zehr (1990) discusses two 
reasons for its infrequent use: first, it would often result in reciprocal violence which could lead to more 
long-lasting effécts such as death which would work to the deiriment of the cornunitr, and second, the 
existence of sanctuaries provided sale places for accusai individuais to retreat for a length of time to 
ptovide a 'cooling-off penod for al1 parties involved. Similady, legal recoursc was seldom exercised 
except when there existed a clear neai to encourage negotiated Settlements - it was rarely used to nile on 
questions of law or customm This reluciance to engage the judidai system was fîvefoid: negotiated 
settiemenis were prefened; the notion of a centrai authonty over disputes causeci conam among local 
communitia; financial CO- of prosecution wuc prohibitive; Mctims f a d  prosecution if îhey failed to 
argue their cases su-ly; and court imposed fines went 10 the cowt's d e n  not CO the victim, thus 
providing little recompense to the victim Save moral vindication, In addition, the courts, which were 
accusatorial in nature, did not have juridiction to initiate legal cases unless the C m  itself was the 
victim, nor did they have authonty to continue a case wi(hout an accuser. The role of the court was to 
aibitrate, not to pass judgtment, and in doing sq the court "was to equaiize power relationships insofar as 
it was possiile, and generally to regulate the conilict" (Zehr 1990,105). 
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community cm also be seen in the Old Testament. For example, the Hebrew word, 

shaIom, is fiequently used to describe "the ideal in which the community should fùnction. 

This tem signifies completeness fùlfillment, wholeness - the existence of right 

relationships between individuals, the community, and God" ( C m  1980, 93 1). Rather 

than describing the way of life then, it outlines a goal to strive for. H d l  actions were 

considered to break shafom; therefore, there was an obligation to right the wronged 

relationships in order to "restore wholeness." The words shillum, meamhg restitution, and 

shilfem, meaning retribution7/recompense, are both derived fiom the same root as shufom 

and they too imply the restoration of right relationships and community peace (Van Ness 

1993). 

However, power-stniggles within and by the Church in a bid to gain increased 

control over the affairs of the Church as well as the state set the stage for the movement 

away from the restoration of relationships to the development and implementation of the 

first modem legal system: Canon law. 

The nligiovs mtolutim: Transgressions aguinst the moral order 

During the medieval Christian centuries (c. 1250 C.E.), the church witnessed two 

parallel challenges, one intenial and the other extemal. The intemal challenge began when 

several decentraiized powers began to assert their hegemonic inclinations, and discipline 

7 Retribution in thïs sense does not mean revenge but rather satisfaction or vindifation. Revcnge is 
ddved from an entirely dinerent root (Van Ness and He«dckF Suong 1997). 
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within the Church gave way under the weight of these stniggles for authority. As a result, 

the medievai years came to be chamterized by efforts of the papacy to reinforce its 

influence within the Church. This stmggle for authonty did not stop there, however. The 

Roman Catholic Church, in an effort to maintain a preponderance of power over state 

flairs, aiso chailenged the emerging secular syaem of Iaw which was becoming 

increasingly centralized and therefore powertiil (Zehr 1990). Both religious and secular 

powers went in pursuit of new propositions and tools which would strengthen their 

authonty: "law from the late Roman Empire provided just such an instrument, first for the 

church, then for the state" (Zehr 1990, 1 1 1). 

Roman law' was the keystone for the development of canon law (c. 1300 C.E.) 

and in time, secular powers throughout western continental Europe and England dso 

embraced its rudimentary principles (Zehr 1990). Roman law, according to Bennan 

(1975, 1983) introduced a significantly different pattern of thinking from the conventional 

wisdom of the day. Custom was replaced by formal, rational, codified law and its swiA 

adoption led to the creation of new rules and increased power and legitimacy for central 

authorities. This new law was quickiy ushered in and its universaMy provided extensive 

opportunities for evaluation and widespread dissemination throughout much of western 

Europe (Le., through the universities). As a resuit, the principles of Roman law were 

embraced by the church and subsequently modified to give birth to the first modern legal 

' Iuninian 1. the Bylutine emperor h m  527-565 C.E., developed Justinian's Code which formed the 
bvis of Roman law. It was lost aRa the SUdh centwy and rediscovereû in the bte eleventh cennuy to 
form the basis of canon law (Random Home Webster's College Dictionacy 19%. 734). 
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system: canon law. The Church now had a convincing instrument with which to secure 

control both within and without the Church. Not only could it attempt to repair problems 

of heresy and clerical abuse within the church (Le., the Inquisition (13 50-1400 C.E.)), it 

could build solid structures to ward off absolute rule by the state. 

This powerful tooi caused a dramatic shifl in both the underlying principles of 

justice and for whom justice was sought. Moral transgressions became paramount and the 

moral order, not the individual, was perceived as the principal victim. The notions of fkee 

will and personal responsibility were fonnalized, thus laying the basis for punishment. 

Imprisonment came to be used to punish "wayward monastics" and in time, led to the 

widespread use of irnprisonment. The principles of canon law were ultimately adopted 

and adapted by secular authorities; "[ilustice became a matter of applying mies, 

establishing guilt, and fixing penalties.. . [and the] . . . focus shified fiom settlements 

between participants to punishment by established authotities" (Zehr 1990, 1 12-1 13). The 

days of forgiveness and reconciliation had al1 but disappeared, with the greatest impact 

occumng in western continental Europe. Concurrently, England developed its own 

system of aate controlled justice, and while, according to Zehr (1990), the totality of the 

impact of canon law in England is unclear, the linkages between canon law and state law 

cannot be disputed. 
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The western legul revol~tion: Crimes against the King's peace 

For common law junsdictions, the aflermath of the Norman invasion (1066 C.E.) 

of Britain saw a powerfùl move fiom the restorative understanding of crime and local 

ystems of dispute resolution. The Monarchy asserted royal jurisdiction over the Church 

in secular matters, including crirninal justice. The Leges Henrici Pnmi, written early in 

the twelflh century, established that such offences as robbery, mon, murder, theft, and 

other violent crimes, were henceforth to be crimes against the King's peace, not the 

pnmary victirn (Umbreit 1996; Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). This began a 

"legal revolution" (Berman 1975, 1983) which ultimately achieved majority acceptance in 

the twentieth century, some 800 years later. 

This revolution sparked the creation, development and implementation of a system 

of criminal justice unlike any system of law seen in medieval Europe. Law came to be 

written down, certain acts were labelled criminal warranting specific sanctions, cases 

began to be handled by legal professionals, politicians and judiciaries were recognized as 

performing specific roles, and established courts became the fora for the determination of 

justice (Zehr 1 990). 

As custom came to be replaced with formai codified principles, it became cornmon 

piace, even logicd, for the state to assume a greater role in certain types of cases. In 

Europe, prosecutors for the state began to emerge and the courts favoured an inquisitorial 

role over theù previous accusatorial role and "[tlhe court was responsible for bringing 
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charges, compiling facts, and detennining the outcomes - ofien in secret" (Zehr 1990, 

108). In England, while the court system remained accusatonal in its framework, justices 

of the peace came to be called upon more frequently to act as representatives of the state 

thereby encroaching upon the traditional role of the citizen. In addition, punishrnent began 

to be increasingly used over settlement and "[flines-which went to the aate's coffen - 
began to replace restitution to victims" (Zehr 1990, 109). Torture becarne cornmonplace, 

as both a penalty and as a truth-seeking tool, and the victim of crime was redefined, with 

the state now assuming the legal role of victim (Zehr 1990). 

By the onset of the seventeenth century, the cornerstones of a system of state 

justice had been laid in Europe. France, Germany and England had each established legal 

codes, al1 of which expanded the role of the state. Wrongdoings had become 'crimes' and 

physical and economic punishments had become commonplace. The Protestant 

Refonnation may have also encouraged the use of punishment by its reliance on the state 

as "God's agent in admiristering punishrnent" (Zehr 1990, 1 16). However, it cannot be 

said that state justice had a monopoly at this time; "the eighteenth-century Enlightenrnent 

and French Revolution were required before state justice could make such a radical claim" 

(Zehr 1990, 1 16). 

The social and intellectual revulurion: The Enlightenment o n w d  

By the eighteenth century, the old aristocracy had claimed naairal supenonty and 

justice becarne increasingly arbitrary and abusive. Inappropriate sentences and torture 
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were cornmonplace responses applied to anyone who threatened the authority of the 

aristocracy: offenders, suspects and political prisoners aiike. As a result, 'justice' was 

being called into question by the new middle class of the ~ndustriid Revolution. 

Phiiosophers of this era, known as the Edightenrnent, were very vocal in their concerns 

about and recommendations for the future of the criminai justice system. They sought to 

transfocm the system from one based on religion and tradition, to one based on rationality 

and human rights (Carrigan 199 1 ; Williams and McShane 1988). 

The prevailing philosophy of the Classicai School of thought, as it came to be 

calied, espoused human dignity as illustrated through, inter alia, free-will choices and 

rationality as well as morality and responsibility. Beccaria's farnous dissertation, On 

Criine a d  Pzcnishment (1764), illustrates the popular sentiment of the time and is often 

heralded as the comerstone of modem pend law (Williams and McShane 1988). His 

concem was with the social structure of the day, the way in which law is conceived of and 

developed, and how these laws affected the nghts of the citizenry. Beccaria and his 

contemporaries attacked the existing system, favouring one which focused on the breach 

of law, not the act, civil rights, due process, rules of evidence and testimony, determinate 

sentencing and deterrence. Moreover, they were of the Mnd that in order for the law to 

be equally applied to dl ,  it should be enforceci by the state; thus creating a 'social 

contract' between the state and its citizens. The nature of this social contract was such 

that to deviate ftom it necessitated punishment. Beccaria felt that the pain inOicted upon 

the oflender should be proportionate to the harm caused by the act in order to offset the 
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pleasure derived from the act. This was necessary in order to deter both the offender as 

well as the general population from breaking the social contract again or at dl .  Not only 

did this entrench the rights of the new rniddle classg, but it permitted furthet justification 

for the existence of goverment (Carrigan 199 1 ; Foucault 1977; Garland 1990; Wtlliams 

and McShane 1988; Zehr 1990). 

M e r  the Enlightenment came the French Revolution which began in 1789. Led by 

the treatise of Jean Jacques Rousseau (liberty, equality and ftaternity) (Carrigan 199 l), it 

too sought to transforrn both the law and the state into rational entities which were more 

egalitarian. The state was gaining increased legitimacy and new tools of social control, 

through criminal codes, were being developed and used. Moreover, because the state was 

protecting the rights of the citizenry under the social contract, it was considered 

reasonable that the state assume the roles of both victim and vindicator. The proverbial 

phraseology, an eye for an eyelO, becarne a seerningly logical and accepted philosophy; 

where pain was felt, punishment should be given, or more appropnately, when a law was 

broken, consequences were deserved (Le., the offender's actions warrant hidher "just 

desserts") (Zehr 1990). While a literal interpretation was not followed and rnitigating 

factors were considered, pain was nonetheless adrninistered in a calculable, utilitarian 

-- -- 

9 The time-honored conceptions of proprty and ownership were undergoing change. "For example, 
enclom movements, the pradce of claiming sole use of and fencing of previously open lands, deprived 
the common people of what had been theit traditional right - to use the land and its resources such as 
game and fimood. These changes placed stmss on the poor and created a tesentment tbt  affecteci the 
agriculniral and rural power base of aristocfacy" (Williams and McShane 1998, 12-13)- In addition, 
sccularism caused the restruchuing of institutions, aimed at the benefit of the new classes (14). 
'O While m ~ n y  consider this phrasology a mil to retniution, Zehr (1985) tells us that it was d l y  meant 
as a limit to bring pace through compensation aimed at maintaining the power balance behveen groups. 
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fashion in order that the hedonistic motives for the crime were, theoretically at least, 

outweighed by the sanction. However, as the government continued to receive 

considerable public support, there was less of a need to continue to promote its legitimacy 

through brutal public displays of authority (Le., the scaffold). This worked to the benefit 

of the state because the public was becoming increasingly 'humanitarian' and no longer 

wanted to witness what Foucault phrased the "spectacle of the scaffold." They preferred 

that such punishments be carried out behind closed doon. As for deterrence, the media 

came to be the preferred medium of social control, detailing the sanctions the citizenry 

could anticipate should they contravene the social contract. These events marked the 

rnove from the scaffold to the prison (Foucault 1977). 

By the end of the eighteenth century a complete shift in the ways of constructing 

and understanding reality, in terms of criminal justice, had occurred. Four major 

transformations characterized this shift in the justice paradigm: pnvate/cornmunity justice 

becarne public justice; custom was repiaced with focmal, written law; vengeance came to 

be practiced through state defined punishment; and individual harms becarne collective 

h m s  against both the state and the moral order (Zehr 1990). But it was not long f i e r  

the Enlightenment and the French Revolution that criticisms of the new justice system 

began to emerge. Inadequacies were highlighted and modifications were introduced to the 

now well established European and English systems. Meanwhile, the transition to aate 

control from traditionally cornmunity-run correctional services was still in its infancy in 

Canada. 
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The cementing of a pend ideology iii Canada 

The historical evolution of corrections in Canada saw punishment (pre-institution) 

as the prominent mode1 fiom 1700-1830, punishment and penitence fiom 1830-1938, 

rehabilitation fiom 193 8- 1970, reintegration fiom 1 970- 1978 and reparation from 1 978- 

mid- 1990s and restoration from rnid- 1990s-present. According to Ekstedt and Grifnths 

(1988), despite the dearth of literature on the history of Canadian corrections, it has been 

concluded that the correctional history of Canada is unique fiom that of other countries", 

including those of like political-economies, such as the United States and England. The 

influence of American corrections on the evolution of a Canadian penal philosophy, and 

specifically the impetus for the erection of the first penitentiary in Canada in 1835, is 

disputed among historians. Accounts of early sanctions do, however, acknowledge the 

infiuence of English punishment and practice, particularly the use of corporal punishment 

over p&on sentences. 

Early punishments in both Upper and Lower Canada reflected the practices 

established in English criminai law. The sanctions were harsh, including capital 

punishment, severe corporal punishment, transportation, banishrnent, fines and whipping. 

As the organization of the state evolved into one which was more advanced (mid-1700s), 

the entrenching of penal philosophy and practice in Canada became visible. In the latter 

half of the century, perceptions of crime and its punishrnent began to change. Influenced 

I I  The uniqueness of Canada's correctional history is a tesult of Canada's geography, political history, 
govemment structure, economy, religion and phifosophical movements, 
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largely by the Edightement thinkers, criticism of England's "Bloody Code" intensified 

and reformen in Canada argued for more moderate and rationai sentences which were 

Swift, certain and consistent and which were aimed at the reformation of the offender. In 

response, Upper Canada passed the Act of 1800 which reduced the seventy of punishment 

for severai offences. The severe penalties availabie for some offences were rarely 

employed (Baehre 1977).12 The goal was no longer stnctly to punish, but to deter, both 

specifically and generally ( C h g a n  199 1 ; Ekstedt and Griffiths 1998). Public shaming 

was considered an appropnate method of deterrence. As such, the pillory was used 

extensively in Lower Canada until 1842 and the stocks were used in Upper Canada until 

1872 and banishrnent used until 1902 (Camigan 199 1). 

In the latter half of the eighteenth century, some provinces also had workhouses in 

which the "dangerous class" was housed. This included prostitutes, gamblers, difficult 

children and servants, the aged, the poor and "the insane" (Camgan 1991; Coles 1979). 

confinement was not generally used for punishment, rather the workhouses were used 

chiefly to employ the 'dregs' of society and instill in them the Protestant work ethic or 

'* This is not dissimilar to conternporary pradœ. Rokrts and Birlrenmayer (1997) perfortned a 
compnhensive analysis of mtencing &ta and found that while "nation-wide nvveys over the pan 20 
years have repeatedly show that most Canadians believe that sentences should be more swere, 
particuiarly for violent offendcm ... neither the generai public no? criminai justice prcfessionals have any 
amuate idea of sentencîng panetas .. . [therefore it is not wîdely known that] aîthough each offence in the 
Criminal Code -es a maximum penaity, these are almost never imposecl. There are two principle 
reasons for this. F i a  the current maxima are for the most part too high, and second, they fail to refïect 
conternporary perceptions of the relative seriomess of the for which thy can k imposed ... 
Accordingly, the maximum penalty stnictme does not serve as a guide for judgcs as to the relative 
senousness of dincrent dmes. They may well encourage false expeciations among members of the 
public" (460 and 474475). 
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altematively to detain individuals awaiting trial or sentencing. It was not until 1810 that 

legislation established that gaols were hencefonh to act as 'houses of correction'. 

However, these local gaols received harsh criticism h m  the citizenry, who cited that they 

were inadequate and did not protect the community. It was "[tlhis perception, in 

conjunction with the changes which occurred in attitudes toward crime and punishrnent in 

Canada, [that] set the stage for the era of the penitentiary" (Ekstedt and Griffiths 1998, 

23). 

The penitentiary was heralded as a "moral architecture" (Taylor 1979) embodying 

al1 which was good and removing al1 that was bad. The penitentiary was seen as a utopian 

society of sons which aimed to "create an environment which would remove the convict 

as far as possible from the evil intluences that had led him to crime" (Beattie 1977, 22-23). 

The purpose for the development of Canada's first penitentiary in 1835, however, is 

disputed among historians (Carrigan 199 1 ; Ekstedt and Griffiths 1988). But the common 

thread between liberal-pluralist and radical-elitist interpretations of Canadian corrections is 

public sentiment toward crime and punishrnent13 as weU as the political, economic and 

- 

'' It is interesthg to note that the arguments of a centucy and a haif ago are not d l  that dissimilar to the 
arguments of today. For example, Bellomo (1972), has suggested that the construction of the Kingston 
penitcntiary was due to an increase in crime combined with overcrowding in the local gaols. Convcrsely, 
Beattie (1977) argues that at the time ofthc construction of Kingston, crime was not widespread but that it 
was the perception of Mme as a serious problem, as a result of significant media coverage, that c a d  
moral p i c  and therefore, the desire for more strict responses in orâer to save Society from dl that was 
evil. In Tact, Canada was not immune fmm the aperiences of its mother country nor her neighbair to the 
south as: 

[alccounts of trials appcand regulariy in the newspapers and the contemporary debates 
in England and the US. on the central questions of pend phiiosophy and ptactice - 
capital punishment, for example, and the Wnies of imprisoment - were followed and 
echoed in the Canadian press (Beanie t 977, 1-2). 



philosophic ideologies of the eariy nineteenth century. 

In secondary accounts of the unfolding of Canadian corrections, liberal-pluralists 

link the development of the penitentiary to the social and political changes in Canada 

during the early to mid-1800s when society became increasingly aratified due to a nse in 

mercantilism and ownership, and a new clam structure became clearly delineated (Chunn 

1981). Historians such as Baehre (1977), Beattie (1977) and Taylor (1979) argue that the 

focus of Canadian correctional philosophy was on the growth of the "dangerous class" 

who posed a clear threat to the social and moral fabric of Canadian society. Conversely, 

radical-elitists, such as Gosselin (1982) and Smandych and Verdun Jones (1982), to 

varying degrees, postulate that the penitentiary was an instrument of bourgeois control; 

that the system of corrections in Canada, including the military, was a complicated web of 

coercion; and that the penitentiary becarne popular with goverrunent oficials for reasons 

of cost-effectiveness and economic benefitl'. 

At this time the goals of imprkonrnent were punishment and penitence. The prison 

was constructed and operated following the Auburn model, which extolled the benefits of 

congregate but silent work, in cornparison to the separate and silent Pennqlvania model 

common in many European countries (Baehre 1977). The prison lacked classification and 

segregation; therefore, offenden of aU degrees, women, men, children and "the insane" 

were confined together. The pend phiiosophy of this period presumed that strict 

We wüi see lhis critique again in the concecm raisecl about morative justice. 
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discipline and religious meditation were the 0 3  ways to reform a prisoner (Shoom 1966). 

It was thought that a life of "labor, silence and strict obedience.. .[was] a more effective 

deterrent than a sentence in one of the local gaols ..." (Ekstedt and Grifnths 1988). 

However impressive initial optimism was with the penitentiary, it was short-lived. Only 

five years afler its construction, Kingston penitentiary was facing cnticisms which would 

last well into the next century. 

At the heart of the early critiques was concern with the adequacy of the facilities 

and with the effectiveness of the institution to treat the prisoners in a humanitarian manner 

and to carry out the refonnation of the offenders given the high rate of recidivism" 

(Baehre 1977). While the refomation of offenders was recognized as the responsibility of 

the state at this tirne, it had never been effectively carried out and it was close to 100 years 

later (c. 19254935) that the shift to a rehabilitation mode1 was becorning apparent 

(Ekstedt and GriRths 1988). This was followed in 1938 with the Archambault 

Commission's 88 recommendations for the improvement of the penitentiary systern in 

Canada. These recommendations included: the reorganization of the entire penitentiary 

systern on a national level under the control of the federal govemment; the renewal of 

transformation and rehabilitation as the goals of incarceration (as opposed to the 

temporary protection of society); the establishment of new approaches to probation and 

parole; and improvement in services for the prisonen. Following World War U, there 

- -. 

" Carrigui (1991) indicatcs that a majority of the criticai Budy done in the early 1800s on the tfeatment 
of crimids was directed at the male population; female criminals "were aimost an afterthought" (419). 
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was a shift to the treatment of offenders which was accomplished through improved 

classification methods and the implementation of programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous 

within the institutions (Carrigan 1991). The use of the medical model had a significant 

impact on Canadian corrections and the 1950s and 1960s saw a rise in the involvement of 

behavioural science professionals in correctional programming. By the late 1960s, 

however, a "disenchantment with the rehabilitative approach and its perceived failure to 

change the attitudes and behaviours of criminal offenders.. .led many correctional 

observers to cal1 for a retum to the philosophy of punishment" (Griffiths, Klein and 

Verdun-Jones 1980, 23 9). 

In 1969. fhe Canadiun Cornmiltee on Correciiota (Ouimet Report) suggested that 

treatment of offenders might be more effective in the cornmunity rather than the 

institutional setting. This was largely influenced by the 1960s 'rights' movement (Le., 

state assistance for the poor, equality for women and racial minorities, prisoner's rights, 

etc.) (Carrigan 1991; Ekstedt and Gnffiths 1988). The notion that prison was not a place 

of rehabilitation received additional nippon fiom the Law Reform Commission of Canada 

in 1975 and from the MacGuigan Subcommittee in 1977. This marked a move away from 

the rehabilitationkreatment oriented (medical model) ideology of corrections in Canada to 

one of reintegration (Ekstedt and Griffiths 1988). 

In the 1970q probation, parole and diversion programs became the favoured 

methods of administe~g criminal justice in Canada. Whether the shifk in thinking to 
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reintegratioddecarceration is the result of humanitarian ideals or cost-savings is unclear. 

It is clear though that this mode1 assumed that prison would only be used as a measure of 

last resort (Ekstedt and Griffith 1988) (although we know that this is not necessarily what 

has happened in practice). Ln the late 1970s, there was a move to focus on the 

consequences of crime, not just the crime itselE This meant that victims were starting to 

become a focus of the justice system and it was thought that the offender should make up 

for the harm done through compensation, restitution, community service or victim s e ~ c e  

(Ekstedt and Grimths 1988). 

The Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA) (1992) drives corrections 

in Canada today. The principle of the CCRA is to "contribute to the maintenance of a 

just, peacefil and safe society by: a) carrying out sentencing imposed by courts.. . ; and b) 

assisting in the rehabilitation of offenden and their reintegration into the community as 

law-abiding citizens through the provision of programs in the penitentiary and in the 

community" (Sec. 3). Clearly, there is still a drive to rehabilitate and reintegrate, but the 

rights and needs of the offender, and to a certain extent the victim, have been 

incorporated. In addition, while the protection of society remains paramount, the 

Correctional Service of Canada is rnandated to use the least restrictive measures possible 

and requires "that correctional policies, programs, and practices respect gender, ethnic, 

cultural and linguistic rights and be responsive to the special needs of women and 

abonginai peoples.. ." (Sec. 4). In this regard, there has been a significant movement in 

the design and philosophy of women's prisons as well as prisons for First Nations peoples. 
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These are long awaited improvements to the draconian white, male focused system of 

justice in Canada. In spite of these changes, however, the Canadian Justice System 

remains the subject of considerable criticism, particularly as it relates to the lack of 

diversity anaiysis and consideration of women, Aboriginal peoples, people of colour and 

poor people. 

Sume criticisms of the dominant criminal justice poradigm in Canada 

As with Canadian law more generall~,'~ Canadian criminal law has traditionally 

been "drafted, enforced and primarily reformed by men, for men" (Canadian Association 

of Elizabeth Fry Societies (CAEFS) 1988, 20) which has resulted in the absence of 

gender-based criminal justice policy. Even research conducted on the sentencing practices 

of judges has failed to address gender as an issue (Mohr 1990). In addition, many police 

officers do not have an adequate awareness of the dynarnics of power and control to 

address incidents involving violence against women and children, and according to 

0~1ov" (1997) the exiaing policy dealing with violence against women in relationships is 

inconsistently applied. In addition, many victims do not report their abuse/community 

problems to the police. In the view of Rupert Ross, "this is one of the most anking and 

l6 Over the aga,  Canadian laws have been fomulateâ to assimilaie, alienate and subjugate women. First 
Nations peoplcs and undetpnMleged people, 10 cite a fw. This is most evident in the assemblage of 
different laws for 'Merent' people. For example, laws have prohibiteci women fmm voting and b r n  
sitting on juries, have denied women cusîody of theit children, and have robbed 'Indian' women of their 
'Indian' status. Men h m  been denied social assistance targeted for morhcrs and have been subject to 
criminal charges of semai assault which women have not @awson 1993). The Indian Act places 
restrictions on F i  Nations peopie. For the élite, there are tax benefits and exceptions for which those 
with lower incomes are not eligible. The law is not the most pervasive form of discrimination. 
Law in practiœ is equally problematic- 
I7 Oglov Lt writing on behaif of the B.C./Yukon Society of Transicion H o r n *  
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unacknowledged failures of the Western justice system: a great many victirns, especially 

Aboriginal victims, choose not to use it" (1996, 201-202). There is a high rate of acquitta1 

because victims do not want to testify as they are fearful of the adversariai process - the 

courtroom is not a safe place for the victim to address hidher victimization (Berzins 

1997a; Ross 1996). 

Criminal law has also been drafted, enforced and refomed by white men for white 

men. Recent research has found that over-policing of Abonginal and Afncan-American 

groups/cornmunities is resulting in increased detection of crime amongst these groups and 

this is followed by a higher incidence of arrest controls, especially for rninor petty offences 

(e.g., drinking violations) (Brodeur 1991; Roberts and Doob 1996). The Aboriginal 

Justice Inquiry of Manitoba (199 1) and the Cawsey Task Force (1 991) Repons submit 

that over-policing is one of the most significant sources of systemic racism against 

Aboriginal Peoples in Canada (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) 1996). 

At the same time, under-policing is also a problem in remote Inuit comrnunities especially 

with regard to being protected fiom more serious offences, such as violent assaults against 

persons (particularly within the family) (Brodeur 1991; Pauktuutit 1995). These problems 

are not exclusive to Canadian police services, reports out of New Zealand with regard to 

the Maori peopleq and Britain with regard to Black peoples have identified that "then is 

too much policing against the cornmunity and not enough policing that answers the needs 

of the community" (Ronalds, Champman and Kitchener 1983). 
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Research has also shown that judges are reluctant to permit pre-trial release or set 

bail for these groups, and more recently have been hesitant to give sentences of two years 

less a day, to Aboriginal peoples in particular, because this could result in a conditional 

sentence. This shows an implicit desire to keep these groups under the strictest of 

controls (Roberts and Doob 1996). Other research has found that this may not be overt 

discrimination but may be due in part to the criteria judges take into consideration when 

sentencing, which on the surface appear to be neutral but "can conceal an extrernely 

strong bias in the sentencing process" (Quigley 1994, 46). These include socio-economic 

factors such as fixed address, employment, and level of education or involvement in 

educational prograrns, or strong links with the community (RCAP 1996). 

There is a significant overrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples as offenders in the 

criminal justice system. This was first documented in 1967 and again in 1974. Reports 

and inquiries since 1974 have confirmed Aboriginal overrepresentation and have 

"demonstrated that the problem is getting worse, not better" (RCAP 1996, 29). 

Abonginal peoples are imprisoned in disproportionate numbers and they are more likely 

than non-Aboriginal peoples to be "denied bail, spend more time in pre-trial detention and 

spend Iess time with their lawyers, and, if convicted, are more likely to be incarcerated" 

(Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba 1991, 1). It has been suggested that 

". ..imprisonment remains the best-tiinded labour market program for the unemployed and 

indigenous people" (Braithwaite 1996, 5). 
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While our current adversarial system of justice exemplies the traditional Anglo- 

Saxon need for justice through punishment, it must be understood that this is not the 

tradition common to other groups within the mutli-cultural mosaic called Canada. For 

example, Abonginal and Inuit peoples of Canada's north have ernployed a justice system 

based upon "the restoration of order and reparation to the injured party" (Griffiths and 

Patenaude 1990, 145). The Assembly of First Nations, in its brief to the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996), explained this holistic approach: 

Even though First Nations do not adhere to a single world view or moral 
code, there are nonetheless cornmonalties in the approach of al1 First 
Nations to justice issues. A justice system from the perspective of First 
Nations is more than a set of rules or institutions to regulate individual 
conduct or to prescnbe procedures to achieve in the abstract. 'Justice' 
refen instead to an aspect of the natural order in which everyone and 
everything stands in relation to each other ... Justice must be a felt 
experience, not merely a thought. It mua, therefore, be an intemal 
experience, not an intrusive state of order, imposed fiom the outside, and 
separate from one's expenence of reality ... Justice is not a concept easily 
separable from other concepts that make up the ways by which First 
Nations have corne to h o w  themselves and the world. Nor is it static. It 
evolves as a First Nation grows and adapts to changing circumstances, so 
that harmony and balance are maintained (3). 

To illustrate the different systems of justice in Aboriginal communities, the 

following are summaries of a few of the subrnissions made by First Nations to the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996). On Canada's west Coast the potlatch (Feast) 

is the support for the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en tribal systems. Political, legai, econornic, 

social, spiritual, ceremonial and educationai dimensions are al1 part of the preparation and 

holding of the Feast. The Feast can also operate as a dispute resolution process by 

ordering peacehl relationships within and between Houses and with other neighbocing 
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people. Some communities of the Ojibwa Nation in northem Ontario solve disputes 

through an intermediary who is a person known by both the disputants. Calling the 

disputants to account for their actions permits more emphasis on "modifjing future 

behaviour than on penalizing wrong-doers for past misdeeds" (21). Similarly, Métis 

dispute resolution involved shaming the offender in front of the cornmunity for the 

wrongdoing committed. According to the Federation of Métis Settlements, shaming 

resulted in very few repeat offenders. The traditional justice system of the Inuit of 

Nunavik involved the "provision of practical advice and persuasive exhortation for correct 

and proper behaviour.. .In more serious cases, offenders were ostracized or banished fiom 

the clan or group.. .[and in many instances]. . .the people who suffered this indignity often 

became usefu! members of society, albeit with another clan in another group" (22). In the 

same way, Inuit peoples traditionally valued non-interference. This meant that if a dispute 

did not affect the entire community's survival, it would be dealt with inforrnally between 

the immediate disputants. In fact, a natural 'cushion' against fomal criminai justice 

processing may exist when relatives reside as neighbours in small, remote communities. 

This is because there is a greater likelihood of the cornmunity responding to the offender 

rather than the offence (which is key in restorative justice) (LaPrairie 1997). 

Each of these systems of justice, however, have been largely displaced by the 

Western-Angio version of justice. Frorn the 1920s, it was apparent that Canadians were 

cuhurally ignorant of Aboriginal justice systems. This limited Our understanding of 

distinctive Aboriginal world views and prevented the inclusion of Abonginal justice 
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systems within the Canadian federation (RCAP 1996). That is until recently. Over the 

past decade, academics and policy makers have been explonng Aboriginal systems of 

justice with a view to incorporating their holistic methods to restore relationships rather 

than rely largely on a pend yardstick. This has been part of the discussions and the 

development of restorative justice. But the grafting of Aboriginal insights and pradices 

ont0 the Western criminal justice system rnay not be possible. "[Tlhe justice processes 

brought to life at Hollow Water and in New Zealand's Family Group Conference flow out 

of a wholly-different justice paradigm than the one that has captured the western system. 

It is not just their greater ernphasis on healing that sets them apart - it is a very different 

perception of what human beings are, how they work, why they lose their way, and how 

they may be brought back on track again that makes traditional processes unique" (Ross 

1995,435 ). 

Conclusion 

The evolution of correctional policy and practice in western Europe and then in 

Canada began by discarding community-based justice for state-run justice. But the move 

from harms against people to harms against the state was Iess a reflection on the 

effectiveness of comrnunity-based justice than a desire of the few to have a preponderance 

of power over state flairs, including criminal justice. By removing the focus of 

wrongdoing from the participants, wrongdoers, sufferers of wrong and their communities 

were al1 disempowered fiom healing, and calls for harsher sentences have ensued. The 

powers that be have since introduced a multitude of reforms to the way criminal justice is 
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done in Canada, dbeit based largely on exaggerated perceptions of crime and patriarchal 

traditions. As a result, a satisfactory model of justice is yet to be found. Restorative 

justice may be the rnodel of justice Canadians have been waiting for; a retum to what 

once was long ago. 

Community-based justice has a longer history than adversarial (retributive) justice 

and was a more commonly utilized approach, forming the basis of justice in First Nations 

and Inuit communities as well as western Europe. At the end of the twentieth century, it 

is being utilized extensively in some communities in Australia, Afnca and Japan (Van Ness 

and Heetderks Strong 1997). Recent reforms to the criminal justice system in Canada 

have focused increasingly on a retum to the comrnunity-based model of justice (i.e., 

probation, parole, comrnunity-service, etc.), except that what has not yet changed is our 

thinking about cnme. Canadians are still largely of the view that cnme is an act against 

the state rather than against an individual and their relationships. It is a focus on the 

righting of the injured, of relationships and of communities, and not "paying one's debt to 

society" that is necessary for criminal justice in Canada to more than tinker with the 

syst em. 

If history teaches us nothing else, it does illustrate that we must remember that 

constant readjustments to correctional policy and pnctice are required. Just as Canadians 

consider the Churter of Rights and Freedoms as a living tree which cm change over time 

when new insights are made, so too should criminai justice policy. hdeed, we may have 
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even reached a time in ouf criminal justice policy where the planting of a new tree is 

required. Readjustments and shifts in philosophy do not occur independently of their 

environment; rather, they are the combination of several competing variables, creating a 

system with: 

... a complex conceptual base [which] ... reflects the interrelationships of 
such concepts as the nature of man, society, culture, values, economics and 
politics. The response to crime is formulated on the basis of these 
interrelationships . . . Punishrnent; deterrence, both individual and general; 
retribution; the protection of society; incapacitation; humanitarianism; 
reform; treatment and rehabilitation have al1 been evident in the way 
society has dealt with offenders against the law or social order (Skinner, 
Dreidger and Grainger 198 1, 17 1). 

But the complex conceptual base must also reflect the interdependence of gender, 

race and class. It must not be focused oniy on prese~ng the authority of the state. 

Power-relationships imposed by the predominately rich male élite have been created and 

have been perpetuated through the years and are still seen in the laws and practices today. 

To this we tie the notion that the major cause of dissatisfaction with the criminal justice 

system is the way in which we think about cnminal justice, and we are leR with an 

impossible task. Unless we start to build a system from a new foundation and introduce 

intersectional analysis, the Canadian justice system wiil continue to go in circles. Given 

that Canadian corrections is moving to a restorative vision of justice, we have a 

tremendous opportunity to address this problem. But are we? 

In defining and developing restorative justice it would be prudent to keep the 

following illustration in mind: 
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The modem prison, bom just over two centuries ago as an alternative to 
corporal and capital punishment. contains an important lesson for those of 
us who advocate social change. The Quakers and others who championed 
the first modem prisons did so with the best of motives but, in reality, 
created a monster. This history wams us that no matter how lofty our 
motives and theones. alternatives [sic] processes intended as reforms may 
be coapted and diverted fiom their original purposes (Zehr 1995,207). 



CEAPTER 4: RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: "CRIME IS MORE THAN 
LAW BREAKING"' 

Restorative justice seeks to expose the inefectiveness of the current adversarial 

appmach while at the same time "stumbling" towards a restorative ideal (Zehr 1989). 

This philosophy is aimed at incorporating the victim, the community, the offender, and in 

most definitions, the govemment, in al1 stages of the justice process. Some argue that 

restorative justice is a replacement for our existing crirninal justice system (Zehr and 

Umbreit 1982; Weitekamp 1991). Others suggest that it is not necessady a physical 

replacement but rather an alternative route (Le., in a dual-track system) in which al1 the 

parties are involved to quel1 fears, alleviate confÙsion/codict, and try to heal, to the best 

of al1 abilities, everyone touched by the crime - a more people- and problem-oriented 

approach (Van Ness 1993; Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997; Zehr 1990). 

According to Van Ness and Heetderks Strong (1997), the term "restorative 

justice" was likely coined by Albert Eglash in 1977. Eglash outlined what he perceived as 

three forms of crirninal justice: (1) retributive justice grounded in punishment; (2) 

distributive justice grounded in the therapeutic treatrnent of offenden; and (3) restorative 

justice grounded in restitution2. The former two focus on a certain outcome for the 

This is the phrase employed by Van Ness (1997) to encourage a new understanding of aime: "crime is 
far more than lawbreaking it also causes injuries to Mctims, communities and even to offenders" (n.p.). 
' Lleweliyn and Howse raire an intens<ing and important point about the linking of restorative justice and 
restitution. They say ihat while restitution is oAcn an important part of restorative justice practices, not 
al1 restitution is restorative (similarities can also be drawn with Alternative Dispute Resolution practices). 
Restitution demands thc vaiuation of those material items that were takenldestroyed, but cannot address 
the immaierial damage Mered by the victim. Restitution also aims to rem the victim to the status quo 
ante, while festoraiive justice aims to r e d l i s h  the relationships between the victim, offender and 
community involved to an ideal state of social equaîity. For example, the rem of land to First Nations 
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offender; however, unlike in the third model, the offender is rarely involved in coming 

to the ultimate conclusion. Both permit scant participation of either the victim or the 

offender in the process. The latter focuses on the h m  done and requires active 

participation of both the victirn and the offender in the reparation and rehabilitation 

process (Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). Two decades later, the term "restorative 

justice" is increasingly being employed in criminal justice circles. 

Several authors have now written about this thing we cal1 "restorative justice", but 

like any new philosophy, there are severai versions, each one attempting in its own right to 

establish the most plausible model accompanied by the necessary physics to make it work. 

The most cited work to date is that of Howard Zehr, a writer and consultant on criminal 

justice issues. Howard Zehr may well be considered the "father" of restorative justice. He 

uses a carnera analogy to prompt us to view the criminal justice system through two 

diferent lenses: one retributive and the other restorative. These are outlined below. 

Current Adversarial S~stem 

peoples does not equate restoration; there is a need to also address the destniction of culture through 
assimilation and massive abuses of human rîghis expaienaxi by First Nations peoples throughout history 
(1999). 

Restorative Svstem 

1 )  crime violates the state and ils laws; 
justice focuses on 

2) establishingôîame (guilt) and 
3) administering pain (punishment); justice 

is sou& through 
4) a conflia between adversaries in which 
5) offender is pitted against state, 

1) Crime violates people and relationships; 
justice focuses on 

2) idenenp, needs and obligations and 
3) making things right; justice is sought 

through , 

4) dialogue and mutual agreement in which 
5) victims and offenders are given central 

roles; and justice is judged by the extent 
to which 



1 6) rules and intentions outweigh outcornes, 1 6) responsibilities are assumed and needs 1 

1 1 is encouraged. 1 

and 
7) one side wins while the other loses. 

The cornparison above is widely recognized as the first attempt to delineate a new model 

of justice that nvals the traditional adversarial (tetributive) model. Wesley Cragg 

describes restorative justice as a process of codict resolution. He proposes that if "the 

basic function of the law is to reduce recourse to violence in the resolution of disputes, 

then.. .a basic task cf law enforcement is to resolve conflicts with a minimum use of force" 

(1992, 178). Similarly, Tony Marshall discusses restorative justice as a "process whereby 

al1 the parties with a stake in a particular offence corne together to resolve collectively 

how to deal with the aftenath of the orence and its implications for the future" (1997, 

n.p.). In an amalgam of the above, Martin Wright (199 1) describes restorative justice as 

'hot a new form of punishment, rehabilitation, or reducing pressure on the system, but a 

different principle, repairing (as far as possible) or making up for the darnage and hurt 

caused by the crime. This can be done for the victim, if there is one, and if the victim 

wishes it; othenvise it can be done for the community" (41). Later, he suggests that while 

the offender is to be held accountable and required to make reparation, further harm 

should not be imposed on the offender. He adds, "[alttention would be given not only to 

the outcome [reparation], but ais0 to evolving a process [mediation] that respected the 

feelings and hurnanity of both the Mctim and the offender" (1 12). 

are met; and 
7) healhg (of individuals and relationships) 

In responding to the question, "What is restorative justice?," Van Ness and 



Heetderks Strong (1997) explain that: 

[I]t is a dEerent way of thinking about crime and Our response to it; it 
focuses on the h m  caused by crime; repairing the h m  done to victims 
and reducing fiiture harm by preventing crime; it reguires offenders to take 
responsibility for their actions and for the harm they have caused; it seeks 
redress for victims, recompense by offenders and reintegration of both 
within the community; and it is achieved through a cooperative effort by 
cornmunities and the government. 

It views criminai acts more comprehensively [than we do now] .. . it 
involves more parties .. . it measures success differently, [and] . . . it 
recognizes the importance of comrnunity involvement and initiative in 
responding to and reducing crime ... (42). 

Other ternis are also used in discussions of restorative justice. Canadian pend abolitionist 

Ruth Morris discusses three approaches to crime3: (1) retributive which begins with the 

crime and is based on punishment, deterrence, protection and rehabilitation; (2) 

restorative which begins with the crime and is based on the restoration of wholeness to the 

victim and responsibility of the offender; and (3) transformative which begins with the 

causes of crime and is based on treating crime as an opportunity to find healing for both 

the victirn and the offender (1995). She suggests that retributive processes sever 

communities, families and lives; restorative processes try to heal victims, and make 

offenders take responsibility, sending both promptly back to their respective communities; 

while only transformative practices strengthen existing comrnunities and build new 

In compariron to Eglash's three approaches to crime mentioncd carlier, Ruth Monis goes a step furthu 
io suggest that the very foundation of justice needs to be revisited and that simply ùivolving Mctims, 
offenders and communities is not sufficicnt, Moms suggests, and rightiy so, that social struchues of 
Canadian &ety must be changed so that stmctutal injustices are not perpetuated as bey will be under 
the cwtent restocative justice movement See Penal abolition: The practical choice (1995) by Ruth 
Moms for a more detailed discussion, 
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communities in an effort to "bridge the social bamen which are destroying us" (1997, 

n.p.). She also implores us to understand that "the world was [not] a benign place before 

this temble criminal niptured the social peace with her or his dreadfil crime" (1995,72). 

Lorraine Bem*ns, Co-ordinator of Research and Analysis for the [Canadian] 

Church Council on Justice and Corrections (CCJC), prefers the phrase, "Satisfying 

Justice", which, she argues, is not about going "soft on crime or criminals"; nor is it about 

"decriminalization or diversion or informal processes that are intended to ignore or neglect 

crime and do nothing about harm or injustice in the community"; nor is it about trivial 

modifications to the system. It is about recovering fiom the destmctiveness of the cunent 

criminal justice system which she analogires to a w u ,  citing our preoccupation with 

courtroom "battles" resulting fiom Our "war on crime" (Berzins 1997a). John 

Braithwaite, an Australian criminologist, talks about "reintegrative shaming", highlighting 

the need to sharne the act, not the actor in a manner which is not stigmatizing (1989, 

1996). Still, others speak of "relational justice" (Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997), 

"healing justice" and "community justice" (CCJC 1995). While each of these terms has 

similar principles, it is the term "restorative justice" which has sparked the greatest interest 

and the definition propeiled by Van Ness and Heetderks Strong, cited above, is the most 

cornmody employed across Canada today. 

Although restorative justice principles do not prescribe the exact techniques that 

should be followed in putting them into practice, Van Ness does provide a directional 
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model, the physics if you will, by analogizing restorative programming to the 

construction of a house. He suggests that, like a house, programs based on a restorative 

paradigm must have 5 parts: four comer p a s  and a roof This paradigm would be built 

on a foundation of principles4 cemented in the understanding that "crime is far more than 

lawbreaking". The first corner post is encounfer in which the suEerer of wrong, the 

wrongdoer and the affected communities meet. The second is repration in which the 

wrongdoer makes amends with the sufferer of wrong, the afFected communities and 

himlherself The third corner post is reintegration in which the re-entry of the person - 
either the sufferer of wrong or the wrongdoer - "into comni ty  life as a whole, 

contributing, productive person" (Van Ness 1997, n.p.). The fourth is participation in 

which both the wrongdoer and the sufKerer of wrong are voluntary and meaningful 

contributors to the outcorne. The final element is the roof which would involve the 

tranifonnation of people and their relationships and could "shed light on issues of 

structural or systemic injustice" (1997, n.p.). 

Despite the appeal of the underlying principles of restorative justice, the approach 

descnbed as restorative justice has been subjected to considerable debate and cnticism. 

-- - - - - 

These are: 
Foundarionol principle 1: if crime is more than lawbreaking, then justice requires that we work 
to heal Mctims, onenden and mmmunities who have ban injwed by crime. 
Foundarionol principk 2: if crime is more Lhan lawbreaàing, then vïctims, offenders and 
communities shodd have opportunities for active involvement in the justice process as early and 
as hlly as possi'blc. 
Foundarional principle 3: if Mme is more ihan lawbreaking, then we must rethink the relative 
roles and responsibilities of the governent and the community. In bmad l e m ,  let me suggest 
that in promothg justice, government is responsible for preserving a justice order and the 
community fotestablishing a just -ce (Van Ncss 1997, n.p.). 
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Ruth Moms, for example, has indicated that restorative justice cannot restore the past, 

it reinforces structural injustices and it is too easily co-opted by retributive justice (1997). 

Sirnilarly, Carole LaPrairie, an independent justice consultant and contractor, has stated 

that not unlike diversion in the 1960/70s and Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in the 

1980s, restorative justice is sirnply the 90s "rush to find a new way of justice". She posits 

that advocates of restorative justice have created a "false dichotomy" between restorative 

justice and retributive justice, as much of restorative justice is in retributive justice (Le., 

diversion and ADR) (1999). Othen are concemed that this "philosophical framework will 

be interpreted through marginalizing behaviour and legislation" (B.C. Association of 

Specialized Victim Assistance and Counselling Programs (BCASVACP) 1997, 1). A 

funher concern is that restorative justice has the potential to be soA on crime, that it will 

not reflect the seriousness of the crime, and that because it is driven by the faith 

community the only way to heal is to forgive (Canadian Resource Centre for Victims of 

Crime 1997, personal communication). Likewise, the notion of "reintegrative shamihg" 

for members of different racial backgrounds mua also be considered. The use of 

reintegrative shaming with a white Canadian may have one eff'ect, but for a Canadiin of 

Korean or South East Asian heritage, this may have quite another (Goundry 1997). To 

this end, many groups have asked, what steps, if any, have been taken to guarantee that 

racism, sexism, and classism, which fonn part of the daily lives of members of 

marginaiized groups, will not merely be supenmposed ont0 the community that is 

responsible for delivering restorative justice and, therefore, maintaining or increasing the 

level of inequality that dready exists in the cunent system? (Goundry 1997). 
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It is important for these reasons, among others, to consider the whole of 

restorative justice including its principles and practices. They must be assessed with a 

view to determining how restorative justice responds to multiply oppressed people in 

practice, not just in theory. Multiple dimensions of inequality must be considered when 

building a new foundation for justice. 

Restorative justice, therefore, should be subject to diversity-basedintersectional 

analyses. This would include, but is not limited to, the exploration of a particular 

practice's impact on gender, race and class variables. Such analyses should address the 

interactions between these variables as well as the rnultidimensionality of power. This will 

permit the identification of those individuals who may be "doubly or tnply disadvantaged 

by structures, practices and noms of society" (Etherington, et ai. 1991, xi) and thereby 

effect positive change to avoid causing an injustice to those identified. One would 

necessarily have to examine the relationship between gender, race and dass to determine 

the extent of differences in access to justice. In so doing, "a mixture of expertise, diversity 

and representativeness, in tenns of cultural background, academic discipline, region of 

Canada and gendef' would be required (Ethenngton, et al. 1991, xi). For the purposes of 

determining whether Canadians involved in the restorative justice movement are taking 

gender, race and class senously (i.e., is this a consciousness on the part of the people in 

the movement?) and how, if at al1 these considerations are infîuencing the restorative 

justice movement, the views of several Canadians were sought, and the findings are 

described in the following pages. 
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The ptincipies of restor~n~ve justice 

Crime is more than law breaking. It is also injury to others. This notion is 

underscored in the literature on restorative justice. Restorative justice aims to reframe the 

way in which we understand and respond to crime by emphasizing the violation of people 

and their relationships, not the confiia between the offender and the state (Zehr 1995). It 

aims to examine the nature and extent of the h a n  expenenced in every set of 

circumstances. In order to understand the restorative philosophy, we need to expand our 

cunent self-organizing system respecting criminal justice in three tiindamental ways. First, 

we must acknowledge that crime hurts people, not the state institution - offenders should 

not be paying a debt to society, but rather to those he/she harmed - and the state should 

not be "stealing" the conflict Born the victim and the offender leaving it to lawyers to 

battle out (Christie 1977). It may be this discontinuity in the retributive paradigm that 

fùels some critics' discontent with the current adversanal system, at least in part. Second, 

we must acknowledge that viaims are not the only ones harmed by crime - offenders and 

communities are also harmed. They are not al1 victirns in the same sense, however. The 

distinction relates to the source and relative position in relation to the h m .  An individual 

becomes a viaim/sufferer of wrong when they are directly harmed by the actions of 

another. The offender/wongdoer is (in part) harmed by their own actions, while 

communities are harmed indirectly (Llewellyn and Howse 1999). Each of these parties 

unwittingly became part of a relationship established as a result of the wrongdoing. 

Accordingly, each mua also be empowered to participate M y  in advancing a solution, so 

that the harm to each party is addressed (Llewellyn and Howse 1999). Communities also 
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need to be empowered to assist in the reintegration of sufferers of wrong and 

wrongdoers, which will provide greater assurances that relationships will be restored. 

Third, we must employ less stigmatizing language. One of the tenets of restorative justice 

is that victims and offenders are not to be shamed, it is the act not the actor that is the 

objea of shame. if we are to successfilly restore relationships, we must first remove 

barriers to reintegration, which starts with changing the language used. Curent criminal 

justice language, however, is fiaught with bias. Use of the terni victim is one which 

equality-seeking organizations have long challenged - sirnplistically, women who have 

been sexually assaulted or otherwise abused are not considered victims but rather are 

recognized as suwivon. Similarly, societal prejudice towards offenden is significant. The 

term offender conjures up thoughts that are upsetting and therefore negatively iduenced. 

Llewellyn and Howse (1999) employ the less stigmatizing terms: sufferer of wrong and 

wrongdoer. They substitute crime with wrongdoing. These terms wil1 be employed fiom 

here on in to emphasize the need to change the language in order to change the vision. 

As the philosophy of restorative justice cails for a different approach, it mua be 

accompanied by a different set of questions and mechanisms. This chapter will go on to 

describe the impetus for reverting back to a more participatory mode1 of justice, outline 

the pnnciples of restorative justice as well as some of the questions against which success 

can be measured, and summarize critiques advanced by some stakeholders and Canadians 

working in the field. 
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The sufferer of wrong in restomtive justice 

One of the greatest criticisms voiced by victims of the current adversarial system of 

justice is the instituted detachment forced upon them in the aftermath of their (as opposed 

to the state's) confiict. The current justice system systematically distances the victim fiom 

the offence, the triai, and the offender, except in the capacity as a witness for the 

prosenition. The current system is concemed with the contravention of a law, not the 

individuals involved. This results in a tendency to undervalue a d o r  disregard the needs 

of victims (Cragg 1992). Al1 too fiequently, victims are not even kept apprised of the 

status of "their" case and many never leam of its ultimate resolution. The victim is not 

given the opportunity to confront their wrongdoer and ask questions to assure himnierself 

of the motives behind the crime, to tell hisher own story, and to allay fears of a repeat 

attack (Cragg 1992; de Villiers5 1997; Derkson6 1997; Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 

1997; Wright 1991 ; Zehr 1990). Moreover, victims are often re-victimized through the 

trauma of t d  - the courtroom and court process are not safe places for the victim to 

address their victirnization (Benins 1997a; Cragg 1992; Ross 1996, 202; Wright 199 1). 

Victims indicate that, in order to heal, they want to be infonned, consulted and 

involved. They want to play a "defined role" in the system and they want support for 

themselves as the sufferen of wrong clearly delineated at both the front and back end of 

Priscilla de Villiers is the mother of a murdercd chiid and founder and Prcndent of Canadians A g a i M  
Violence Everywhere Advocating its Termination (CAVEAT), 

Wilma Dnkson is the mother of a teenage daughter who was kidnappeci and murderal in Manitoba. 
She is also an active facilitator of victim's groups. 
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the justice process (de Villiers 1997). They want to reclaim a balance in their lives; to 

re-establish a sense of meaning (Oglov 1997; Zehr 1990). Victims need to be heard and 

atnnned. They also need the hann done to them to be acknowledged by both the offender 

and their communities. In the absence of any meaningful involvement, the victim might be 

motivated to cal1 for iougher penalties in an attempt to achieve some sense of satisfaction. 

But without involvement in the outcome, the victim is not empowered to be restored. The 

hun experienced by a living person is not addressed through the concept of "paying back" 

society. Tougher penalties might provide symbolic rneasures of healing, but they do not 

offer anything in the way of genuine healing. 

Restorative justice understands that surerers of wrong need to regain control in 

their lives and to have their harms acknowledged. To accomplish this, restorative justice 

seeks to empower sufferers of wrong by involving them more meaningfully in the 

reparation of h m  - sufferers of wrong will be informed, consulted, affirmed, heard and 

involved. In this way, justice will be "lived, not simply done by others and reported" 

(Zehr 1990, 203). The first step in the regaining of control for the sufferer of wrong is to 

hear the wrongdoer, or a proxy, accept responsibility and admit accountability for their 

actions. The second step is to be reintegrated back into their communities. When 

victirnized, an individual will struggle with a loss of their personal 'locus of control'. 

Sufferers of wrong may feel helpless, guilty, ashamed, angry, feafil, andlor vulnerable. It 

will be ditncult to regain a sense of balance or confidence, indeed if it was even there to 

begin with. They will seek out fiiends, family, and colleagues for support in their 
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endeavour to adapt to their new situation. Unfominately, sufferers of wrong are 

fiequently re-victimized by these same people; a phenomenon psychologists have temed 

"secondq victimization" (Wright 199 1; Zehr IWO). By trying to distance themselves 

fiom the sufferer of wrong, in an effort to avoid feeling hamied themselves, friends and 

family may end up blaming the sufferer of wrong and alienating them from their 

communities (Cragg 1992; Scott 1997; Wright 1991; Van Ness 1997; Zehr 1990). 

Restorative justice calls upon the sufferer of wrong's communities as a support system for 

the primary sufferer of wrong. In this way, the sufKerer of wrong will be supported and 

reintegrated into their cornmunities and at the same time, communities, as indirect 

sufferers of wrong, will have an opportunity to deal with their sense of vulnerability by 

participating in the solution. For empowement to occur, al1 panies to the relationship 

mua have an opportunity to be heard. Meaningful involvement provides the sufferer of 

wrong with a meaningfùl measure of control over the proceedings, thus making healing 

easier. 

Restorative justice aims to be flexible enough to respond to the divergent needs of 

sufferers of wrong through, for example, compensation, restitution, information, 

empowement or experience of justice, alone or in combination (Van Ness 1997; Zehr 

1990). To evaluate whether restorative processes are helping sufferers of wrong, Zehr 

suggests that we measure them against the "Restorative Justice Yardstick," in which he 

asks whether the injustice was adequately acknowledged and whether: 
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- there are sufficient opportunities for sufferers of wrong to tell their tmth to 

relevant listenets; 
- sufferers of wrong are receiving needed compensation or restitution; 
- sufferers of wrong are receiving adequate information about the event, the 

offender, and the process; 
- sufferers of wong have a voice in the process; and 
- sufferers of wrong are sufficiently protected against fùrther violation (1990)? 

Despite the clear delineation by restorative justice proponents of the inadequacies 

of the current system of justice to address the needs of sufferen of wrong, the language 

dealing with sufferers of wrong is somewhat vague in restorative justice literature. While 

restorative justice must remain flexible enough to attend to the needs of al1 the players, we 

must be carefiil to avoid radical inconsistencies in its interpretation and application 

(Berzins 1997b). Because there is no common language or understanding of the 

philosophy of restorative justice, the notion of restorative justice may have one meaning 

for some and another for others - for urban Canadian culture in contrast with age old 

native culture, for example. Moreover, in the absence of clear meanings, there exists the 

very distinct possibility that the "language of restorative justice could be CO-opted without 

any deliberate intent to embrace the radically different philosophy on which it is based" 

(Heidebrecht 1997, 55). lnconsistency in interpretation can lead to misapplication thereby 

increasing the danger that the primary sufferer of wrong will continue to be neglected in 

restorative initiatives. As mentioned earlier, restorative justice considers many people to 

be sufferers of wrong but priority must be given to the primary sufferer of wrong who has 

sustained direct h m  as a result of the wrongdoer's actions (Llewellyn and Howse 1999). 

At the same time, the wrongdoer must also be part of the solution - more than as a 

resident of the state. 
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Wrongdoer as pwty to the solution in restorative jusîice 

In the current adversarial system punishment foiiows crime. In many instances but 

not dl, pison is the method of punishment and the number of years is the measurement - 
that is, more numbers equals more "justice" and sentences that deviate from this nom 

often require a greater levei of justification (Benins 1996; Zehr 1990). lllustrative of this 

is the fact that of al1 countries in the world, Canada has the seventh highest incarceration 

rate per 100,000 people (CCJC 1996). The current line of reasoning presumes that 

punishment is the culmination of a process that will assist offenders in taking 

responsibility, being remorsefiil, and paying their dcbt to society; however, there are 

several flaws with this line of reasoning. Not the least of which is that by segregating 

offenderdaccused from the crime and by requiring them to establish a defence? offenders 

are taught to maintain an egocentric focus which distances them from genuine 

accountability. By isoiating them £tom the repercussions their actions have had on the 

recipient of their actions, wrongdoen are not afforded the opportunity to empathize with 

that person and appreciate that their actions have harmed a real person. By placing them 

in a system in which almost dl decisions are made for them, offenders become de- 

individuated, dependent, and helpless to effect change, for themselves and for others7. 

Moreover, by "paying their debt to society," rather than the victim, the offender can 

7 f would suggest that we see this affect most strongly in cases of the wrongly convicted, For example, 
Canadian, David Milgaard, was canvicted in 1969 of a murder he did not commit Despite his innocence 
and the m n g  support of his family, particularly his mother, David, when eventuaily released after having 
served 23 years in prison, had some significant adjustrnent problems to overcomc and was arrested on a 
few di8érent occasions for Merent crimes. David was an innocent man going in, but came out unable to 
make responsible decisions al1 the time - this had nothing to do with his guilty min& because he did not 
have one. Now there will k people who say, he is the exception, but the reaiity is, we base most of out 
tough laws on the Clinord Olsen's and Paul Bemardo's ofthe world, who tao, are the exception 
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depersonalue hidher crime. In short, the current system alienates offenders fiom the 

crime and its resolution. 

To address these criticisms, proponents of restorative justice argue that 

wrongdoers should be equally part of the solution as is the sufferer of wrong. 

Wrongdoers must be empowered to take responsibility and be accountable for their 

actions. In this regard, wrongdoers should have a nght to make amends to the sufferer of 

wrong, not the state, except in such instances where the state is the sufferer of wrong (i.e., 

treason) (Wright 1991). Injuries to wrongdoers, whether they contribute to or result fiom 

crime, must also be addressed (Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). Past injustices to 

the wrongdoer, such as child abuse, are not excuses for rejecting accountability, but 

knowledge of them permits a more personaiized healing plan to be undertaken. However, 

"[a]cknowledging wrongdoers' injuries is not an uncomplicated task. The injuries 

wrongdoers suffer are ofien a complex mix of those which pre-date and contribute to the 

wrongdoing and those resulting fiom the wrongdoing. It is not often possible to decipher 

one ftom the other, nor is it desirable from a restorative justice perspective to do so" 

(Llewellyn and Howse 1999, 25). In order for a wrongdoer to be empowered, their 

injuries may also need to be addressed. Not doing so may prevent the wrongdoer from 

taking responsibility and being accountable for their actions (Llewellyn and Howse 1999). 

Van Ness and Heetderks Strong (1997) outline three opportunities when the negative 

contributing circurnstances of the offender can be addressed: 
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- when their circumstances would prohibit them from fùifilling their obligations 

(i.e., inability to pay restitution due to unemployment); 
- when their circurnstances go hand-in-hand with the offence (Le., stoie to 

support drug habit); and 
- when victim and offender have identified circumstances that they agree should 

be addressed, even though they did not contnbute directly to the crime nor 
would they prevent completion of the sentence (Le, illiteracy) (33). 

Restorative justice aims to make the conditions such that a wrongdoer has more 

direct involvement in the solution, and is capable of successfully completing the 

reparation. Providing the wrongdoer with an opportunity to understand the human 

consequences of Wher acts and to face up to what he/she has done and to whom he/she 

has done it, permits wrongdoers to voluntarily assume responsibility for their actions and 

is an important step on the road to healing the hun caused by the wrongdoing (Van Ness 

and Heetderks Strong 1997). Wrongdoers are more likely to grow persondly when 

provided with opportunities to make their own choices. In this way, genuine 

accountability can be achieved (Zehr 1990). 

To evaluate whether restorative processes are reaching offenders, Zehr (1990) 

suggests that we measure them against the "Restorative Justice Yardstick," in which he 

asks whether wrongdoen are: 

- encouraged to understand and take responsibility for what they have done; 
- provided encouragement and opportunity to make things right; 
- encouraged to change their behaviour (repentance); and 
- having their own needs addressed (230)? 

Restorative justice must also be prudent not to fiirther alienate and isolate 

wrongdoers from the cornmunities from which they came and which they will be part of 
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again in the future. A support system for the wrongdoer is as important as a support 

system for the sufferer of wrong, and not having ready-made cornmunities should not be 

an impediment to restorative processes. In this regard, to fùlly comprehend restorative 

justice, the notion of community must also be examined. 

4cCummuniiy is no? a place'u 

There are vaqing levels of community (Le., societal, geographicai, issue-dnven, 

social, etc.) and each "can be harmed in diflerent ways and to different degrees by conflict 

and wrongdoing. Thus, it is possible for each to participate in the process of restoration in 

different ways. They might each play different roles according to what is required in the 

specific context at issue" (Llewellyn and Howse 1999, 26-27). However, most authors of 

restorative justice literature never redly explore the question of cornmunity, Ieaving 

supporters-in-principle of restorative justice unsure as to who the potentiai participants in 

a restorative justice process may be. Not only are there several ways in which to define 

community, the connotations attached to this term create complexities which might 

prevent the adoption of one definition or the exclusion of another definition (LaPrairie 

199Sb). As such, it is not enough just to add the prefix 'community' to a word in an effort 

to describe who and what is involved (Cohen 1985; Harris 1989). The concept itself is 

expansive, and "[ilf general experience to date with "comrnunity corrections" and 

"community policing" offers us any lessons, a clear irnperative would be to specifjt more 

8 Titie used by McCold and Wachtel(1997): Cornniuniîy is not a place: A new look at commnity justice 
initiatives. 
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carefully what we mean by "community" or "cornmunities" and how and why it or they 

would be involved" (Hams 1989, 35). The question then becomes what type of 

community would best suit the needs of restorative justice? 

First and foremost, restorative justice requires a shifi in the Fundamental location 

of social control, From the state back to the individual citizen and their cornmunities. 

However, the idea of community cannot be considered solely within the confines of 

geographical boundaries. Even if traditional geographic communities are not germane to 

restorative justice, because of the lack of connection between its members, this should not 

preclude more critical analyses of novel approaches such as restorative justice. The fact 

that society, and accordingly the criminal justice system, is becoming increasingly complex 

requires a substmtially larger h m e  of reference when considenng matters of community 

justice. We should not be hesitant to re-define community or re-invent tradition to 

accomplish this goal (although it mua be beneficiai to al1 parties concerned) (Hanis 1989; 

La Prairie 199Sb). We need to expand our sel'organizing information systems to look at 

community beyond being a place and more as an entity. For example, community can be 

any number of things: a common-interest association (Haviland 1993; Long, 1995); a 

community of interest/care/concem (Braithwaite 1989); the participants at regular 

meetings (LaPrairie L99Sa). such as Alcoholics Anonymous (Peck 1987); anyone within a 

geographic boundary (community-policing); a sub-culture (Cohen 1985); or just a group 

of people in which each member 'Teds safe" (Peck 1987). Conceptions of community are 

far reaching and noi conclusive. However, it is possible to identify two general themes 
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within these interpretations. There are two broad understandings of community - a 

social group who resides within a geographical boundary, and a social community with 

close personal ties. In tenns of restorative justice, the latter appears to be the more useful. 

The need for close and rneaningful support systems is paramount to successtiil healing, 

and this cannot be achieved in a largely anonymous comrnunity. 

For the purposes of restorative justice, community cannot be defined a priori. It is 

contingent on the nature of the conflict. 

The community with standing in any given conflict will be dependent upon 
a nurnber of factors, including the level of h m  infiicted, the relationship of 
the disputants, and the aggregation represented. There are many different 
levels of community, as there are different levels of disputes. Each 
offender and each victim are members of severai communities such as 
farnily, tnends, neighbourhood and school organizations, and churches and 
community organizations. Offenders are also members of a local 
community, a municipal subdivision, a metropolitan area, a state, and 
federal- and societal-level communities. Ultimately, we are al1 mernbers of 
the human community (McCold 1995, n.p.). 

While this is a broad and inclusive set of potential community charactenstics, it does not 

infonn readers what configuration of cornrnunity best suits restorative justice. 

McCold, while acknowledging that there are several conceptions of community, 

would envision a restorative justice community as involving few others than the sufferer of 

wrong and the wrongdoer and perhaps a few family members or fiends (incident-based 

participation). He even argues that "[tlo live in a geographic area does not mean we are 

of 'one community' . . . [i]n and of itself, cornmunity is not a placey' (McCold and Watchtel 

1997, 3-4). Indeed community requires its members to be inclusive, commined, 
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consensual, humble, interdependent and immune to "mob psychology." In this regard, 

there is "no such thing as instant community under normal circurnstances" (Peck 1987, 67- 

68). While geographical boundaries can be placed around "cornmunities," a community 

cannot be achieved without a great deal of work on the part of its members. 

McCold elaborates further how he envisions community for the purposes of 

restorative justice: 

The community with an interest could include the entire Amencan public, 
since individuai criminal confiicts contribute to the general feu of crime in 
society. [However,] if we wish to avoid "stealing the confiict" (Christie 
1977), it seems prudent to consider the minimal necessary boundary of 
community as that limited to parties with a direct stake (need and 
responsibilityj in the specrjic conjlct ( 1 995, n. p. ) (emphecis added). 

Similarly, Braithwaite champions a more emotional response to crime and suggests that 

for restorative justice to be tmly effective, both wrongdoer and sufferer of wrong must 

have the support of people they trust and respect. Braithwaite suggests that "[clrime is 

best controlled when members of the community are the pnmary controllers" (1989, 6). 

By prirnay controllers, Braithwaite is alluding to both the wrongdoer and the sufferer of 

wrong's "community of interest" who become engaged in a process of shamhg the act, 

not the actor (Braithwaite 1989). This may include farnily, fnends, a favourite soccer 

coach, a teacher, church members, cultural~community centre members or any one whom 

the sufferer of wrong and wrongdoer want to have present in the circle or at the 

conference to act as a suppon. By removing the stigmatizing allegations which are 

comrnon in the adversarial justice system, and by assembling reliable support groups 

(cornmunities of care), the successfil reintegration of the wrongdoer is much more Iikely 



to occur (Braithwaite 1996). 

To evduate whether restorative processes are taking into account community 

concerns, Zehr (1990) suggests that we measure them against the "Restorative Justice 

Yardstick," in which he asks whether: 

- the process is suficiently public; 
- community protection is being addressed; and 
- the comrnunity is represented in some way in the process (230)? 

Iust as a flexible definition of community can (and must) be used for restorative 

justice to work, a flexible application of restorative programs must be available to cater to 

the needs of the specific community being targeted (Ross 1996). While restorative justice 

is not dependent on a shared cultural understanding of justice, like the current system is, 

there must be assurances that those involved in a conflict can explore their different needs 

and ideas of healing and negotiate a mutually beneficial resolution. However, "if a 

'community' is structurally comprised of people who are intolerant of othen (if they are 

racist, sexist, misogynist, and homophobic, or if they are merely ignorant of the ways in 

which power differentiais operate in a society)" (Oglov 1997, 9), how will equitable 

treatment for al1 memben be promoted and ensured? Equality-seeking organizations and 

seMce providers must be involved in the development, implernentation and evaluation of 

activities impinging on 'community' to ensure that the community is fairly represented and 

that structural power inequalities, biases and values of our culture are neither repeated nor 

reinforced (Oglov 1997). For example, as Berzins explains, 
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Some people already know they don? like a system that takes justice out 
of the hands of cornmunities, but many of us don't like the unfettered 
forces in communities either - there are power imbalances and socio- 
economic inequities in communities, and communities when lefi on their 
own have a history of scapegoating the wlnerable, abusing the rights of the 
disadvantaged. We could be caught in a tug of war between those who 
want more power given to cornmunities, and those who don't trust 
communities with that power (1 997a). 

In this light, implementing restorative justice could be a double-edged sword. 

While it will enable the development of restorative prograrns, it will also set boundaries 

that may end up dis-empowering restorative initiatives through an incomplete 

understanding of the restorative philosophy. insuficient resource allocation, unhedthy 

power-relationships, and discriminatory beliefs and practices within communities (Scott 

The d e  of the state in restorative justice 

In the current systern, the state assumes the role of victim and vindicator. The 

system fbnctions on the supposition that there are only two parties to the crime: the 

govemment and the offender. The state bas a monopoly over society's response to crime 

(Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997). Abolitionias, cornmunitarians, ' restorians' , 

among others, have mounted strong campaigns in an attempt to reduce this stronghold by 

the state. In the words of eminent Nonvegian criminologist, Nils Christie (1981) there is a 

need to work toward "so little state as we dare". Cohen (1985) minors this sentiment by 

pointing out that, 

... the most obvious and incontrovertible feature of current correctionaI 
policies is that they are the creatures of the state: by state-employed 
personnel. It is uniikely, to say the least, that the very same interests and 
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forces which destroyed the traditional community - bureaucracy, 
professionalization, centralization, rationalkation - can now be used to 
reverse the process (1 23). 

This brings us back to the argument, although in a slightly different Iight, that tinkering 

with the system has not and will not work. A difEerent way of thinking about justice is 

needed and a new set of rules is required. This includes the need for a shifk in Our 

conceptions of social control, to where the state would be responsible for maintaining the 

basic foundation of order while communities would be responsible for the maintenance of 

peace and harmony. Both order and peace are necessary elernents of public safety and go 

hand in hand in a free state. Order is imposed on communities. It prescribes "extemal 

limits on behaviour and enforces those Iimits to minimize overt conflict and to control 

potentially chaotic factors" (Van Ness and Heetderks Strong 1997, 35-36). Peace, on the 

other hand, is the "cooperative dynamic fostered from within a community" where there is 

respect for the members and the interests of the community and a cornmitment by the 

community to "assume responsibility for addressing the underlying social, econornic and 

moral factors that contribute to conflict within the community" (Van Ness and Heetderks 

Strong 1997, 35). 

In this sense, advocates of restorative justice still feel that there is a need for 

prisons in exceptional cases (these are never defined), but they emphasize that 

irnprisonment can only work in moderation and even then restorative measures can be 

used in the institutional setting. There is a desire for a justice that is less punitive, less 

stigmatizing, less humiliating, less isolating, less ego-centric and less dangerous, in tems 
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of, for example, the prevalence of assault and A I D S  in prisons. As such, there is a 

humanitarian argument for the acceptance of restorative justice. In order for this to 

succeed, however, the state must be willing to let go of some power, and private citizens 

must be willing to accept some extra responsibility when it cornes to the restoration of 

peace within their communhies. This "letting-go" by the state can be achieved through 

such activities as increased referrals ftom the police to restorative initiatives, the provision 

of financial resources to comrnunities for restorative initiatives (Braithwaite and Daly 

1993) which will illustrate society's denunciation of crime, or two-separate tracks of 

justice (i.e., one retributive and the other restorative) (Zehr 1990). Plainly, the role of 

government in restorative justice is not clear, except to admit that there is a role. 

Given the critiques of the current system and the promotion of restorative justice 

by many groups working in the area of criminal justice, it makes sense that the state wants 

to investigate the ramifications restorative justice might have on the fbture of cnminal 

justice in Canada. There are concems, however, with how the state defines the success of 

restorative justice and with whom the state appoints to explore the principles and praaices 

of restorative justice. 

Many groups, including advocates of restorative justice, have voiced suspicions 

that the potential cost-savings associated with a non-carceral option will be the state's 

motivation for restorative justice rather than the reparation of h d .  Although restorative 

9 These groupslïndividuals include Benins (1997b), BCASVAB (1997); Canadian Resource Centre for 
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justice might result in cost-savings over the longer termbO, it will require additionai 

resources at the outset. Restorative initiatives will require resources for the education and 

training of, for example, victim's services and speciaiiied victim's assistance providers, 

police, crown and corrections personnel, not to mention research, analyses, development 

of screening tools for appropriate refends to restorative justice prograrns and monitoring 

and evaluation of these initiatives. Furthemore, there is a concem that there will be an 

off-loading of considerable responsibilities, with no identified accountability structure, and 

associated expenses ont0 communities (CAEFS, persona1 communication, Febniary 12, 

1998). This fear is not without foundation. New Canadian reform measures, under the 

auspices of restorative justice, are not dissimilar to the mas de-institutionalization of 

people with mental health problems in the 1970s. This initiative too was perceived to be 

progressive at the time; however, "the initiative did not live up to is [sic] promise because 

it was not accompanied by the necessary resources to ensure that community supports 

existed for these people" (BCASVACP 1997, 5). The individuals who were de- 

institutionalized oflen found themselves living on the streets, comrnitting crimes and then 

being incarcerated. 

There are concems about who will be involved in and consulted about restorative 

Viaims of Crime (1997); de Villiers (1997); Royal Canadian Mounted Police (1998); and the groups 
recorded by Bruce h e y  Reporting SeMces (1997). 
'O The RCMP bac implieâ (hat restorative jwtice shoulâ, in the long nm, k a more foddc* ive mcthoâ 
of resolving conaia. For uample, Cornmunity Junice Forwnr do not require offendas [or victims] to 
W i n  legal cwnsel, nor do parties to the conflict (including witnesses) need to take full days off from 
work to meet couri commiunents as the fonun will take place at the most convenient time possi'ble for al1 
involved. In addition, court, probation and legal aid costs will not be incurred and police officers will not 
be on the payroll whik waiting their tum to teste (RCMP, n.d.). 
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programs to ensure that they do not merely transfer existing systemic inequalities and 

power hbalances within the justice system into the hands of the community. This fear is 

not groundless either. While govemrnents Say they are taking into consideration the 

concems of advocacy groups in restorative justice prograrnrning, many of the advocacy 

groups I contacted in the course of doing my research were unable to express an opinion 

on restorative justice as they lacked the financial and human resources necessary to devote 

the person-houn to proactively explore justice issues. At the same time these groups 

were unaware of the movement due to a lack of consultation with their organization". 

This lack of information among community groups exists despite the fact that the 

governments of British Columbia, Alberta Saskatchewan, New Brunswick and Nova 

Scotia have dl legislated restorative justice (La Prairie 1999). The failure to consult with 

key equality-seeking stakeholders means that restorative justice as a paradigm cannot be 

achieved because the safeguards that would be necessary are not being identified and 

power-imbaiances in many forms will continue in the "new" justice just as they occur in 

the current justice system. 

This said, the identification of structural and systernic injustices should not be a 

back-end process. While evaluation of al1 social programs is necessary and may provide 

additional information that was not foreseen in the development and implementation 

" Groups which fell into these categories indudeâ the Assembly of First Nations, the Native Women's 
Association of Canada, the Women7s Action Centre Against Violence and the National Anti-Poverty 
Association, Other groups such as the National Capitai Alliance on Race Relations, the National Council 
of Women and the National Association of Women and the Law were sül wrestling with the id= and 
werc not yet prepared ta rirlirirliculate a position. 
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stages, intersectionddiversity considerations should be carefblly thought about at the 

front-end. The move to restorative justice represents a shifi in thinking about the criminal 

justice system and if it is accompanied at the outset by the necessary diversity analyses, it 

could create a system which is mindful of the diversity of Canadian society and ultimately 

represent a shifl in paradigm, and not just tinkering with the system. The foliowing 

chapter will outline two restorative processes and will identifi several problems with them 

that, in large part, could have been addressed at the outset, had the proper consultations 

taken place. 



CELAPTER 5: BOUNDARIES OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: A CANADIAN 
FOCUS 

Whiie many of the representations made by equality-seeking organizations, 

victim's groups, the legal community and academics reflect the view that the philosophy of 

restorative justice is an admirable one, these groups are not confident that restorative 

justice cm be realized practically. The most cntical observation made about restorative 

justice is that its principles do not always translate into practice. This is because changes 

are being made on a faulty foundation, when changes should really be made to the 

foundation. By promoting alternative approaches on a foundation of adversariness 

(retribution) we are merely repackaging the medium, not changing the model. For 

example, practices such as mediation and sentencing circles have been used since before 

the principles of restorative justice were developed. Mediation, in particular, already had 

established guidelines that were being utilized and these guidelines do not correspond with 

the restorative vision. A distinction has to be made between traditional mediation and 

what proponents are considenng restorative mediationi. If restorative mediation is 

misintetpreted and applied as traditional mediation, the restorative intent will be lost. In 

this context, restorative mediation risks the same shoncomings of traditional mediation if 

the identified dimensions of inequality that are found in traditionai mediation are not 

addressed2. Likewise, sentencing circles risk perpetuating and even exacerbating existing 

Many pmponcnts of restorative justice considcr mediation to be restorative justice and while 1 wül use 
mcdiation in my analysis, 1 do sa with the following caveat: mediation la& the involvement of 
community and in my opinion cannot be considemi restorative justice in its tme sense. 

Aaording to Scott (1997) oniy four provinces have deveioped standards nlated to nfety and power- 
imbalance issucs in mediation and Mctim-offender programs. 

89 
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power-relationships within, especially, First Nations communities. While advocates of 

restorative justice do not propound that restorative justice initiatives can overcome the 

"deep structural injustices" in society, they do emphasize that it will not make the 

problems wone (Braithwaite 1996). However, many groups feel that inequities will 

continue and could worsen if syaems of power relationships and contextual and sociai 

differences are not seriously considered in the development, implementation and 

evaluation of restorative justice practices. 

For there to be a complete shift in paradigm, we need to change the way in which 

we conceive of 'crime' and our response to it as well as ensure that the inequities in our 

current syaem are not simply transformed in a restorative system. This chapter, while not 

intended to be a thorough evduation, will raise questions about the effectiveness of 

restorative justice to restore relationships in an equitable manner. 

Restorutive justice in practice 

Canadian equality-seeking organizations3 have expressed concern with restorative 

justice on two levels. On a general level they question the notion of restorative justice as a 

meaningful alternative to the cnminal justice system. It is these groups' contention that 

alternatives to the current justice system do not, for example, address violence against 

' These include the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Saieties, the Ontario Coalition of Elizabeth 
Fry Societies, the B-CJYukon Society of Transition Houses, the Canadian Association of Sexuai Assault 
Centres, the Métis National Councii of Women, the National Organization of Immigrant and Visible 
Minon'ty Women of Canada, Pauktuutit - the Inuit Women's Association of Cana&, National 
Associations Active in Criminai Justice, the National Action Cornmittee on the Status of Women, and the 
Ontario Coalition of Visible Minority. 
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women but rather serve to further deplete the meager resources of an already resource- 

strained equaiity-seeking support system. In fa*, it is their belief that restorative justice, 

mediation, circle sentencing, alternative dispute sentencing and conditional sentencing al1 

decriminalize violence against women (Bruce Levey Reporting S e ~ c e s  1997). It has 

been said that, 

[nlone of these policies and practices stand the test of scnitiny by whether 
they advance equality . . . Restorative justice practices ignore so far if not 
contradid the equality seeking womens' groups.. . Altemate dispute 
resolutions are, in fact, decrirninalizing violence against women and 
simultaneously criminalizing women who defend themselves fiom male 
violence. They [the Government] are withdrawing resources h m  the most 
economically in need and therefore in need of protection from the gender, 
class and race biases of the justice system. These methods are criminalizing 
those who c w o t  hire lawyers to assure what little protection has been 
available through due process (Lakeman 1997, 56-57). 

Lakeman touches on a number of important issues here. Not only have we seen 

that equality-seeking organizations have less than adequate funding to look at justice 

issues, the issue of systemic power-imbalances and the move away frorn hard fought for 

constitutional and cornmon-law safeguards fly in the face of any vision of equality or social 

justice. Without societal change reaching the root causes of crime, real justice can never 

be achieved (CAEFS, personal communication, February 12, 1998; Cmkovich, personal 

communication, Febmary 13, 19%; National Associations Active in Criminal Justice, 

personai communication, December 3, 1997). 

The second level of concem relates to restorative justice specificaiiy. The concem 

here is that the starting point of restorative justice is flawed because we are "tending to 
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take what are predominately white, male and rniddle class mores and values, and 

imposing them upon other members of our community. We must be carefiil not to merely 

repackage and recreate the inequities of our current systems" (Pate 1997b, 5)'. By failing 

to carefùlly consider the impact that restorative justice could have on people who 

experience multiple dimensions of inequality, we are assuming that a state of justice 

previously existed for those involved in the wrongdoing (Le., Restoring to what: poverty? 

abuse?) and are thereby maintainhg the cunent level of intolerance and prejudice towards 

many groups within the larger Canadian community. 

The potential for h m  does not end there; there is a real risk that the situation 

could worsen. The Cmdian Charter of Rights and Freedms is only applicable against 

State regulations and practices, not against the common person who abuses, mistreats or 

harasses which could occur in community-run restorative justice (Cmkovich, personal 

communication, February 13, 1998). Safeguards to protect the accused wrongdoer and 

even to some extent sufferers of wrong that have been fought for in the current adversan*al 

system may not apply to restorative justice initiatives. In addition, there are no overt due- 

process-type safeguards to ensure that vulnerable penons are fairly and equally 

represented in a restorative process, and "there are no indications as to what an equality 

rights analysis of these crim~nal justice reforms [restorative justice] might look like" 

(Goundry 1997, 28). Restorative justice, or at least programs under the guise of 

restorative justice, have been established and gender, race and class variables have not 

Pate is the Executive Director of the Canadian Asscciation of Elizabeth Fry Societies. 
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been seriously considered, equality-seeking organizations have not been consulted on 

their development or implementation5, and adequate resources have not been allocated to 

communities to erectively nin these programs. 

Restorative justice is not a catch41 phrase for alternatives to the adversariai 

system. Restorative justice is a type of alternative dispute resolution, but not al1 

alternative dispute resolution practices are restorative. Nonetheless, proponents of 

restorative justice frequently lump alternative practices under the label restorative justice 

in an effort to either secure legitimacy for their initiatives (Llewellyn and Howse 1999) or 

because they have misinterpreted the philosophy of restorative justice (Berzins 1997b). 

Often then, restorative justice is being "interpreted through the margindizing behaviour 

and legislation that has histoncally existed in our society" (BCASVACP 1997). The harm 

is fùriher cornpounded in a dual-track systern where there is a perception that restorative 

practices are "soft on crime" and that only the "less serious" wrongdoings go through 

restorative justice processes while the "really serious" go through the traditionai 

adversarial system (Canadian Resource Centre for Victims of Crime 1997, persona1 

communication, December OS, 1997). However, as will be show below, "really serious" 

wrongdoings are going through restorative processes, effectively sending out the message 

that violence against the person, particularly women and children, is not senous. 

Sevcral equality-seeking p u p s  1 contacted wen unable to comment on restorative justice for iwo key 
reasons: a lack of consultation by the gavernment with them on the issue and a la& of resources with 
which to research j-ce-related issues, 
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In British Columbia, for example, the government has provided assurances that 

violence against women in relationship type offences (e.g., wife assault) will not fom part 

of restoraiive practices, except in exceptional cucumstances (whatever these are)6. 

However, a number of restorative justice initiatives do deal with violence against women. 

According to information provided by a senior official at the British Columbia Attorney 

General' s office (personal communication, December 19, 1997), the RCMP-run 

Sparwood family group conference program takes in wife assault cases (1997). The 

Fraser Region Cornmunity Justice Initiatives Association likewise deals with crimes at al1 

levels of senousness through victim-offender mediation/reconciliation prograrns (Scott 

1997). Mernorial University of Newfoundland conducted a demonstration project called 

the Family Group Decision Making Project which focused on families expenencing 

violence (Bunord and Pennell 1996). 

In addition, of the seven (Saskatchewan (S), Yukon (1) and Quebec (1)) reported 

cases in which sentencing circles were an issue between 1992 and 1995'. six were crimes 

against a person, including one driving while impaired causing death (R. v. Rope), one 

sexual assault (R. v. Taylor), one robbery involving violence (R v. Morin), and one assault 

causing bodily harm against a female farnily member (R. v. Johnson). Each of these cases 

6 The Attorney General of B.C. also made assurances that "[n]oLhing in this framework is intended to, nor 
shouid be taken to rescind, mai@ or replace existing Ministry policies on Violena Against Women in 
Rclationships and Hate Crime nor on forthcoming Ministry policies on S e d  Assault and Child Abuse 
and Neglect" (British Columbia Ministry of Attorney General 1997,2). 
' These cases are the oniy cases that had been reportecl by the end of the iesaidi phase of thk thesis. 1 
recognize that these cases constitute the f i  few in which sentencing circles where an issue and that since 
this time there have ben many more reported cases, many of which demibe an i m p r d  c i d e  process. 
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went through sentencing circles. The two cases which were denied sentencing circles 

involved aggravated assault. The first was denied a circle because the accused was liable 

for a tenn of imprisonment, had no cornmunity support and was detemiimd to have an 

inadequate willingness to change (R. v. Cheekinew). The second was permitted a healing 

circle with the knowledge that he would be spending rime in jail (R. v. loseyounen). 

While we hem prornising statements by govemments that "it is extremely 

important that our constitutional rights of equality are included in the discussion [on 

restorative justice]. . . especially as it relates to women, but. . . also. . . as it relates to 

Aboriginal people, [and] as it relates to people who are not sharing in the resources that 

we have in this country.. ." (Honourable John Nilson, Attorney Generai and Minister of 

Justice of Saskatchewan 1997, n.p.), the reality is that restorative processes or processes 

under the guise of restorative justice are being implemented without the involvement of 

these groups. While it may be that the above-noted cases are the exception, there are no 

data available to dispute the perception by equality-seeking groups, for example, that 

serious assaults against the person are being put into reaorative processes on a regular 

basis without equality issues being raised. Further research needs to be done. Just as 

protections were needed for wrongdoers when the state assumed the role of victim, 

protections are needed for both the wrongdoer and the sufferer of wrong in restorative 

justice. The ensuing discussion on two models of restorative justice demonstrates the 

serious gaps that do exist in or could form part of restorative justice programs that have 

recentiy been introduced. 
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Mediation (victim-orender mediationlrestorative mediation) and sentencing 

circtes are two of the most well-known models of what we in Canada consider restorative 

justice. Both processes have been used on numerous occasions dating back to the 1970s 

and 1980s. While restorative justice overall is lacking a system-wide evaluation, there are 

decidedly more reports on mediation and sentencing circles than on more recently 

employed processes such as family group conferencing and cornmunity justice forums. 

One would presume then that shortcomings in restorative mediation and sentencing circles 

would have been addressed. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. Because these 

programs lack some essential restorative justice features, it is misleading to include these 

processes under the restorative justice label. However, I mention them here because they 

are consistently put forward as restorative justice processes and as such reflect a serious 

theorylpractice gap. 

It is not my intent to make wide-sweeping generalizations about restorative justice 

as a whole based on two processes, but rather to raise a red flag to where potential 

problerns could occur if the practice of restorative justice is not consistent with its 

principles. 

Mediation processes' 

Mediation has become an increasingly popular fonn of dispute resolution and is 

' The mode1 of restorative junice called Victim-ûffender Raxnciliation Program (VORP) was started in 
Canada in 1974. VORPs can be run at pre-conviaion, pre-sentence or pst-sentence, and ceferrais can 
come from the courts, probation senrices, or the police. Since 1989 they have come under the name 
Victim-Offendcr Mediation (VOM) pro&rams. These are consideml restorative mediation processes. 
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used regularly in civil and family law. From its use in these contexts, mediation has 

been identified as having a number of shortcomings. The most signiticant shortcornhg is 

rooted in existing systems of power-relatiomhips. Power imhalances and systemic 

inequities could have tremendously negative impacts on mediation in the restorative justice 

conte* if these issues are not recognized and responded to. 

Mediation assumes that sufferers of wrong and wrongdoers have equal bargaining 

power. Mediation is the practice of putting two people together in the same room and 

with the assistance of a third party discussing identified problems and deveioping a 

solution. If there is a pre-existing power-imbaiance between the two parties, and this has 

not been identified and addressed pnor to the rnediation, mediation may result in a 

solution that is not satisfactory or adequate to the party with the least power even though 

apparently agreed to by that party. The legitimate feu of one party or the "erosion of seif, 

voice and Mnd that is often the result of the psychological consequence of ongoing abuse" 

(Oglov 1997, 9) is often ignored. For exarnple, in situations of wife abuse, women 

generally occupy a less powerful bargaining position as a result of many conditions, 

ranging from a lack of financial resources to their care-taking role of minor children. 

Many women feel that they have no choice but essentially to negotiate for their safety 

through written agreements and ignore their past experiences in order to address the 

current conflict (Oglov 1997). Furthemore, non-cornpliance may be considered 

uncooperative and could reflect negatively on the non-wiliing partner. Women repeatedly 

yield to meâiation if they think that non-cornpliance will be used against them in contexts 
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such as custody and access, and this could be duplicated in other contexts (i.e., it would 

be thought that they are not conciliatory, or are vindictive or angry) (Bruce Levey 

Reporting Services 1997; Oglov 1997). 

Considerable case law has evolved over the years to provide for more equitable 

treatment and protection of women. However, mediation "removes corn Our system of 

law the legal nghts br women to equality in the f d l y  and in family law matters" (Bruce 

Levey Reporting SeMces 1997, SQ9. Case law becomes irrelevant as the process is 

"removed fiom the public domain and shifted to a non-legal, private system behind closed 

doors" (5 1). Mediation is, therefore, "counterproductive to achieving equality rights for 

9 Othet wcaknesses of mcdiation wvere carefully outiined by equality-sccking organizations at the annual 
consultation on violence against wvomcn wiih the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada. On 
Scptember 18, 1997, the Honourable A, Anne McLcllan met wirh representatives of scvcral eqdity-  
seeking organizations who collectivcly indicatcd that mcdiation to address family law cases is not in the 
best intetcsts of women or children - both will have thcir safety cornpromised. The 
mociations/organizations represented at this forum included: National Association of Women and the 
Law, Ontario Coalition of Rape Crisis Centers, National Action Cornmittee on the Status of Women, 
Regroupement Québecois des Calacs, Auberge Transition Montréal, Harmony House Ottawa, St. John's 
Rapc Crisis Centet, Vancouver Custoây and Access Support and Advocacy Association, Regroupement 
provincial des maisons d'hébergement et de transition pour fcmmcs victimes d'violence conjugak, 
Vancouver Rape Relief and Women's Shelter, Métis National Council of Women, Inc., Native Wmen's 
Association of Canada, Canadian Resesirch Institute for the Advance of Women (CRiAW), Kenora Semial 
Assault Center, Kamloops S e m l  Assault Center, Crysalis Hodrans i t ion  House Association of Nova 
Scotia, YWCANMCA of Canada, Thc Seyual Assault Support Center, Semal Assauit Support of Ottawa, 
Interval House, Nova Scotia Women's Association C.O.N.N.E.C.T., Mothers on T M ,  WAVAN/Rape 
Cnsis Ccntcr, Ikwe-Widdjiitiwin, Inc., Féddration nationale des femmes ~anad ie~es  - françaises, Faculty 
of lriw - Queen's University, Feminist Alliance on New Reproductive and Genetic Technologies, Disabled 
Women's Networlt of Canada, Regina Anti-Povecty Ministry, Merritt Legal Services, Toronto Rape Crisis 
Center, kW Assault Crisis Program, Semial Assault Center of Edmonton, Pauktuutit, Canadian 
Association of Sexual Assault Centers, Fredericton Semial Assault Center, Yukon Women's Transition 
Home - Kaushee's Place, Ontario Association OP Interval House, Lesbian Issues, Provincial Association 
Against Family Violence, PEI .  RapdSernial Assault Crisîs Center, South Swtey  - White Rock Women's 
Place, Women's Resources Society of the Fraser Valley, Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies, 
Couneil of Elizabeth Fry Societies, Hamilton Rape Crisis Center, O.W.I.NE.T., Saskatchewan Action 
CommittcelStatus of Women, University of Ottawa, NOIVMWC, Movement Contre Le Vio e L'Inceste, 
Ontario Coalition of Visible Minority Women (Ontantano) Inc., CLC Women's Bureau, LEM, Action 
Ontarienne Contre la Violence Fait Aux Femmes, and W C A  Mwuoe House. 
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women" (5 1) because it nsks re-suppressing the reality of violence against women. 

This is not progress. 

Bargainhg power is similarly an issue for impoverished individuals and peoples of 

colour. Impoverished individuals (as mfferers of wrong or wrongdoers) may be forced to 

rnediate while the wealthy buy legal representation. If a dud-track system were 

implemented, and participation in restorative justice processes were voluntary, those with 

resources may not choose the healing alternative. In such cases, greater disparities among 

the powefil and the less empowered could result. In addition, "aboriginal, immigrant 

women and women of colour [may bel forced to mediate privately without benefit of 

advocacy in a system where gender power and balance is severely compounded by racism 

and discrimination based on ianguage and culture" (Bruce Levey Reporting Services 1997, 

50). In addition, language bamers and the significance of eye contact or the use of sur- or 

proper- narnes in cenain cultures need to be addressed in the mediation process (Umbreit 

1986). This raises again the notion of Western conceptualizations of how things are and 

ought to be. 

Mediation is not exclusive to the family law context and is increasingly being used 

in the criminal faw context. In fact it has been for years, just not to the same degree. 

Similar potential for power imbalances exists in criminal law as in family law. Not only 

does the potential exist in cases of abuse and family violence, it also exists in cases where 

other cultural traditions and ways of behaving are dîerent fiom the dominant Westem 
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culture, and in cases where the poverty stricken are pitted against corporations as in 

cases of shoplifting, for example. Without properly established safeguards, restorative 

rnediation could remain the same justice under a dserent narne. 

Sentencing Cides 

Sentencing circles were fomally started in Canada in 1992 following Judge Barry 

Stuart's ruling in R. v. Moses and are most frequently employed in First Nations 

communities. Sentencing circles are considered to be restorative. Although processes 

similar to sentencing circles have been practiced for many years in First Nations 

communities, these processes were based on a wholly different foundation1° (RCAP 1996; 

Ross 1995; Winegarden 1997). Current fonns of sentencing circles have a very 

adversarial feel about them. They tend to generally operaie under a presumption of 

punishment by the state in the form of the local community who will "sentence" the 

offender rather than address the act carried out by the wrongdoer". The stigrna attached 

to these sentences may be unhealthy and contrary to the restorative vision (Bratihwaite 

1989; Braithwaite and Mugford 1994). Furthemore, sentencing circles are not 

necessarily voluntary because charges that have been dropped or stayed as a result of the 

- - -- 

'O in amparison to Western l a ~  which is individualizcd, is based on the notion of fke-will, f m  on 
the act, is adversarial, labels and stigmatizes, requires offenciers to "taken responsi'bility and is determined 
by a jury of sumgers, Aboriginal law ~ 0 w i d e ~  that people are a product of their enviionment and must 
t>e hded  with the involvement of that environment, is based on the notions of determinism and that 
wrongdoers crn k healed and reintegrated with appropriate support and skills chelopment, focuses on 
the disharmony beiween people, is holistic in its appmach ta healing, is non-adversarial, and requires that 
wrangdwrs "be" responsible (Ross 1995). 
l1 Sentencing circles should not be coEOahlS with healing circles which imrolve the victim and offender 
ody. 
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wrongdoer agreeing to participate in a sentencing circle may be reactivated and 

charges of failure to comply cm be given if a person does not attend the sentencing 

hearing (Saskatoon Comunity Mediation SeMces and the Mennonite Central Cornmittee 

Ministry 1996). It seems that the only feature that fits into the restorative vision is that 

ihere is community involvement in the deveiopment of a soiution. To these ends, the 

foundation of sentencing circles raises a red flag. 

Sentencing circles raise concems that relate to the intersectionality critique of 

restorative justice. The first is the development of these programs based on socially 

constmcied ideaF of tradiironaii~~. In recent years, Anglo-Canadians have staned taking 

notice of the holistic and inclusive approaches of First Nations peoples to life and justice 

(Winegarden 1997). This has resulted in efforts to advance justice for First Nations 

peoples in more culturally relevant ways. However, the implementation of sentencing 

circles in First Nations and Inuit comrnunities has been criticized for its unenlightened, 

although not mal-intentioned, attempt to provide for a more healing, more progressive 

justice in these comrnunities (Cmkovich 1995; Oglov 1997; Ross 1996). Sentencing 

circles have been developed through the eyes of the Western justice system - a prirnarily 

reactive industry built around police, lawyers, judges and penitentiaries - and it can be 

argued that they are not reflective of traditional Aboriginal pradces. The transition to a 

justice syaem determined by Anglo-Canadians to be traditionaily Aboriginal is problernatic 

because it is still based on a justice process that the very languages of First Nations 

peoples deny (Ross 1996). The Assembly of First Nations stresses that justice is a felt 
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experience that cmo t  be imposed fiom the outside with any success (R v. Moses 

1992). Sentencing circles should not be considered a "traditional practice" of Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada. In actuality they are "very much a creation growing out of the existing 

system introduced within abonginal communities, for the most part by the judiciary 

seMng these communities" (Cmlrovich 1995, 4) - a type of 'white* man's justice with 

only a hint of Aboriginal hoiistic healing. While the  effort to provide justice in a more 

culturally appropriate way is to be applauded, these processes are based on an artificial 

foundation. Contemporary sentencing circles are based on the very system that was used 

to assimilate the First Nations people in Canada; therefore, to use it as the basis for an 

"enlightened" justice system is illogical. As such they may be more dangerous than 

restorative. 

Even if a process is successfÙ1 in one community, it c a ~ o t  necessarily be 

transferred to another community with wccessn. An assumption is being made that an 

initiative which is community based, within a community made up prirnarily of Abonginal 

peoples, must be "traditionally aboriginal" and can, therefore, be generalized across 

Abonginal communities. However, despite some cornmonalties, Abonginal communities 

across Canada are not homogenous (Assembly of First Nations 1993), nor are they 

- - -- -- 

l2 For example, acoording to Cnikovich, Inuit wornen find d a c e  tbmugh idonnal d e t y  networks such 
as centres where they are taught how to sew. This is not a place for 'victi~s,' nor is it a place defined as a 
sexual assauit centre, but is a place where, during the course of the &y, women discuss thcir lives, but are 
not limiteci to discussing their abuse. These centres focus on the strength of women and children and it is 
for Lhis reason, according to Cmkovich, that [nuit women are resilient, and hop& (personal 
communication, February 13, 1998). However' these types of centres couid not be W e d  into an 
Anglo-Canadian cammunity with any SUCE~SS as sewing is not an integral function as it is in Inuit 
communities. The contexts and &tant needs are entireiy diflrerent.. 
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exposed to the sarne situations and circumstances. The differences stem fiom both 

historical factors (Le., colonialism and residential schools) and contemporary procedures 

(i.e., Aboriginal Self-government, First Nations Policing Agreements and Land Claim 

disputes) (Oglov 1997; Ross 1996). "The degree and impact of change has been mediated 

by settlernent patterns, geographic location, cultural factors. and individual community 

expenence, so there is  variation in the degree to which these influences have afKected 

communities" (LaPraine 1997.43). The contexts in which they live are unique. 

The good intentions involved in the promotion of sentencing circles are moot 

because a crucial element is missing in the analysis, that is, consideration of difference 

within and between Abonginal communities (Crnkovich 1995). On the most basic level, 

there is a failure to ensure equity/equality in this type of restorative justice initiative. 

Divenity is central to al1 communities, even those which appear on the surface to be more 

hornogeneous than heterogeneous. It is this type of oversight which can tum the best- 

intentioned program into just another inadequate alternative, and in the process 

reaffirming Martinson's theory that "nothing works". 

An additional concem with sentencing circles is related to their structure and 

hnction (Le., who would be the most appropnate individual to conduct them and who will 

be accountable for protecting the rights of the parties involved). While sentencing circles 

have the potential to be more culturally relevant in First Nations communities, these 

cornmunities still suffer from internai challenges (RCAP 1996), and are subject to systems 
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of power reiationships (Crnkovich 1995; Peterson 1992). Habitually, sentencing 

circles are conducted by and with the local Elders, to the exclusion of other age groups. 

This rnay result in an inaccurate reflection of contemporary community values, and cm 

also result in more severe punishments than would have been recornrnended in the current 

justice system, particularly for those who have been marginaiized in the community (Liiies 

1991; RCAP 1996). 

Sentencing circles may be especially harrnful for female sufferers of wrong. In 

Inuit communities, Inuit women's voices are fiequently ignored, and violence against 

women is not taken senously and in some cases is openly tolerated (Peterson 1992). For 

exarnple, the Inuit Justice Task Force (1993) found that the elders' view of wife abuse is 

that it is not a serious crime or is caused by the wife's "lack of obedience to her husband 

or non-acceptance of her traditional role" (Cmkovich 1993, 3 1: En.36). Giving Elders 

responsibility for sentencing circles, in an effort to better reflect Inuit tradition, may in fact 

cause rather than solve problems. 

In addition, a retum to truly traditional ways of living may not necessarily be 

welcome. For exarnple, there is strong dissent by Inuit women against such a retum 

because of the inherent patnarchy and disproportionate power relations within these 

communities. To assume that communities and their membets are necessarily equal, 

ignores the ''findamental power imbalances, differences and conflicts within the system 

and the community and helps promote a myth that al1 participating have equal access and 
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oppominity" (Cmkovich 1995, 14). Inuit wornen have indicated that they are more 

vulnerable to sexism, racism and violence with the use of sentencing circles (Oglov 1997) 

and are feartiil bat their interests will not be protected while those of the accused will be 

(Cmkovich 1995). The following is illustrative of an event fiorn which their concems 

emanate. 

On May 4, 1993 in Kangiqsujuaq, Nunavik, Judge Jean-Luc Dutil held a 

sentencing circle for Jusipi Nappaaluk who was convicted of common assault (for the 

fourth tirne) on his wife (the last assault occurring when he was on probation for the third 

conviction of assault). While restorative justice is heralded for its principle of dealing with 

the h m  to both the wrongdoer and the sufferer of wrong, the focus of the discussion was 

on Jusipi, while the blame for abuse was sometimes placed upon both him and his wife. 

Jusipi was sentenced to abstain fkom alcohol, get counselling (with his wife) and keep the 

peace and not abuse his wife. In reading the summq of this trialt3, it was difficult to see 

what role the suflerer of wrong played in this supposed restorative resolution or where her 

safety was taken into account. By sentencing her to counselling with her husband, she 

was effectively blamed for her abuse and the power-imbalance was legitimized. While this 

is only one case and no attempt is being made to generalize, it is a clear example of what 

l 3  The swnmary of this cirde can k round in Pauktuutit's (the Inuit Women's Association of Canada) 
cepon: Inuit W m e n  and Justice: Pro- Report No. 1 (1995). It shodd k noted that in a woikshop 
following ihis cirle. Jusipi's wife a<prrrred "her fears about the pmcrrr and the consequenœs of the 
&le she penonaily sUneredn (25). At the same tim, she cautioned the Chair of the Advisory 
Conunittee on the Administration of Justice in Native Conununitics that sentencing circles should not k 
used in cases of family violence. 
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can go wrong if power-relationships are not considered in the development OP 

restorative responses (Cmlovich 1993). 

The issue of power-relationships is not oniy an issue of gender, however, but also 

of class (New Zeaiand Ministry of Justice 1995). In First Nations cornmunities, power- 

relationships can be especially h d l  to those without a share of the community 

resources. Employment and kinship are the keys to power on reserves (LaPrairie 1997). 

Those with access to a combination of these means have a significant advantage over 

those with neither. The latter become marginalized within their own community, and upon 

leaving to seek better fortune in the city, frequently bring with them a barrage of personai 

problems, and a paucity of employable skills that makes success in their new surroundings 

largely impossible. As a result, "[tlhey are effectively excluded from access to 

opponunity, power and place in both societies" (LaPraine 1997, 45). For exarnple, in R 

v. Cheekinew the offender was charged with aggravated assault but was denied a 

sentencing circle, in part, because of a lack of community support. Braithwaite and Daiy 

discuss the possibility that an immediately accessible cornmunity would not be avaiiable for 

everyone and they suggea that "this means the CO-ordinator is incompetent, not that these 

human beings are devoid of caruig relationships" (1993, n-p.). The authon do not, 

however, provide any guidance on what happens to individuals in these instances. Does 

this mean that where a "community of interest" c m o t  be found, the sufferer of wrong and 

the wrongdoer are referred back to the traditionai coun system thus reinforcing existing 

marginalizaiions? Sentencing circles, which may on the on face appear to be more 
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culturally relevant, can end up having less to do with traditional justice than with 

socially constnicted ideas of reality, misunderstood contexts, and systems of power- 

relationships. 

Conclusion 

~estorative justice does not articulate particular techniques, per se, to restore 

relationships and achieve justice. Restorative justice advocates rnerely provide a yardstick 

which outlines the requirement for techniques to sufficiently incorporate the needs of both 

the victirn and the offender, and to adequately address the victim-offender relationship, 

their communities and the mure of al1 participants in their mandates (Bazemore and 

Umbreit 1994). Van Ness has posited that the "[s]trategic refoms are not [themselves] 

the vision" but that "they bring us closer to a societal response to crime which reflects the 

vision" (1989,24). As such, the theory is that if the techniques incorporate the underlying 

vision of restorative justice, society wili slowly begin to adopt restorative justice 

principles, thereby understanding crime within this context and will eventually abandon 

adversarial justice principles. However, if these techniques do not adequately ennire the 

rights, protections and equitable treatment of the participants, the vision is not complete. 

So to avoid just tinkering with the system, the way in whch we think about justice must 

be changed and as an essential component of this change a thorough and ongoing divenity 

analysis must be included. 



CHAPTER 6: A BAND-AID SOLUTION OR A HEALING APPARATUS? 

For centuries we have been fighting the same banle. In an effort to find a more 

satisfactory system of criminal justice in Canada we have introduced refonns ranging fkom 

rehabilitation to reintegration to reparation. However, because these reforms are based on 

a pattern of thinking that does not work, it is not surprishg that these reforms have been 

disappointing. The distinction of restorative justice is that it is built on an entirely different 

foundation - it is a unique way of thinking about justice. For this reason, restorative 

justice is appealing to many. In particular, the focus on multi-party participation is 

welcomed. By involving sufferers of wrong, wrongdoers and comrnunities in the solution 

to wrongdoing, the conflict is given back to the parties involved, and not "stolen" by the 

state (Christie 1977). This is important as it empowers the parties with a measure of 

control over the proceedings, thus making healing easier. Moreover, the wrongdoer is 

expected to accept accountability for his or her action@) and communities are expected to 

accept some responsibility for the events leading up to the wrongdoing as well as be 

supportive of the sufferer of wrong and wrongdoers' reintegration. 

While this vision is admirable and one that that may well indeed be the future of 

Canadian criminal justice, there is little indication in the research or by proponents of 

restorative justice that gender, race and class considerations are being taken seriously. In 

fact, there is so little consideration of these variables that several equality-seeking 

organizationq repiesenting multiply-oppressed groups were unaware of this "restorative 

vision of justice". Others were unable to comment due to a lack of funding and therefore 

108 
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no resources with which to study justice issues. Still others were endeavounng to gain 

sufficient information to be able to develop a position. They al1 were, however, of the 

opinion that their voices are being disregarded and as a result gender, race and class 

variables, not to mention their interdependence, have not been considered in the 

development and implementation of restorative practices. This is a fundamental flaw. As 

1 maintained throughout the paper, for restorative justice to become a full-fledged 

paradigm not oniy does it have to be accompanied by a fundamental transformation of 

societai thinking toward crime and criminal justice, it m u a  corne with a similar shifk in 

attitude toward the people who make up Canadian society. This is not and will not be an 

easy road to travel, but as the Honourable E.D. Bayda, Chief Justice of Saskatchewan has 

to purge the psyche of the principles of retributive justice, moulded as it 
has been by church theology and Eniightenrnent philosophy, is a task of 
horrendous proportions. But one sliould not capitulate too quickly.. . . think 
of what has happened to the cultural habit of smoking, and also the once 
not-frowned-upon act of driving while dnink. The public's mood can be 
changed. It takes tirne. It takes education. Public servants, acadernics, 
news joumalists, lawyers, and judges al1 have a distinct role to play (1997, 
5). 

The Honourable Bayda is quite correct; but herein lies the danger. If we forge ahead with 

the restorative vision of justice in advance of rigourous cntical analyses that attend to 

gender, race and class interactions, we nsk reinforcing existing discriminations and failing 

to address underlying societal power imbalances, systemic inequality and infiastructurai 

inequities (Le., poverty, unemployment). If we do not, we will maintain existing 

discriminations and underlying societal power imbalances. To avoid either, proponents of 
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restorative justice must keep in mind three key points. First, people have to be willing 

to embrace the new modeVparadigm. Second, they need to understand the new vision in 

order to avoid the co-optation andor misapplication of processes under the guise of the 

new vision. Third, they must be aware of their own biases and be conscious not to 

transfer existing marginalkations into the new vision. 

In some instances, however, processes under the name of restorative justice have 

been implemented. The following criticisms have been raised with respect tu these 

progras. Restorative programs will not work if they are built on artificial foundations or 

if we assume that al1 parties to the problem have equal access or power. Other processes 

decriminalue violence against women, withdraw resources fiom the most economically in 

need of protection and criminalize those who cannot hire Iawyers to assure what little 

protection has been available through due process. These findings raise senous concems 

that gender, race and class considerations are not influencing the restorative justice 

movement. While we do not want to measure restorative justice against perfection, we do 

need to judge it against the cunent system and in this regard there has not been marked 

improvement in equality under the restorative vision of justice. Because racism, sexism 

and classismalready exist within our communities and many of our social systems, it is 

imperative that these systems and any proposed changes thereto, be measured for impacts, 

positive and negative. If such analyses are not peiformed, socially constructed definitions 

of individual and group roles will continue to &el power imbalances 4 t h  ~~mmunities, 

which will maintain ancilor perpetuate systemic discrimination t ereir 
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Which brings us to this challenge: what justice process cm "best deliver safety 

and heaiing for real people who must ultimately continue to live with each other, by and 

large, in our vanous communities across the country" (Beczins 1997a) and what steps 

need to be taken to ensure that we do not exacerbate systemic bias and to ensun that the 

restorative justice agenda serves the interests of the multiply-oppressed? 

Nert Steps 

Restorative justice cm and should be developed, provided that proponents throw 

out the notion that a state of justice previously existed for those involved in the 

wrongdoing and that at least the following concerns are explored: 

there must be appropriate consideration of race, class and gender variables; 
there must be adequate consultation with equality-seeking groups and other concemed 
stakeholden before reforms are made; 
there must be involvement of equality-seeking organizations and other concerned 
stakeholders in the policy development, implementation and evaiuation processes; 
there must be appropriate resource allocation to allow equality-seeking organizations 
and other concerned stakeholders to conduct their own research and analyses in order 
to better advise the governrnent, to provide support to sufferers of wrong and 
wrongdoers, and to provide sufficient training/sensitization to program administrators; 
there must be clear accountability or at least an identified recourse structure within 
eac h procesdprogram; 
if the relationships are not ones of equality, restorative justice must identiQ what is 
necessary to restore them to this ideal; and 
cost savings cannot be permitted to drive the refoms (Goundry 1997). 

The above is not intended to be an exhaustive list but a few of the key missing elements of 

the current restorative justice movement. But most of all, governments and proponents of 

restorative justice alike need to be mindfiil that, 

Some of the most effeaive approaches are those that are designed with, by 
and for the participants. It is far herder to perpetuate biases, intentionally 
or unintentionally, if you strive to include al1 stakeholders and actually 
redistribute the power and the control by ensuring that ail who may be 
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impacted, most pariicularly those with the least power, are fùll and 
equal participants (Pate 1994, 64). 

Al1 of this will have to be done in baby steps. While govenunents have agendas and 

tirnelines, implernenting social policy that fails to address the concems of major sectors of 

society will only cause additional problems over the long tem. Canadians will then be 

resentfiil of a vision that is fùndamentally good and we will have once again just tinkered 

with the system without embracing the true vision of restorative justice. "The Canadian 

House of justice is showing cracks and may even be cnimbling. A patch job is not 

sufficient and bandaids won't do. We need to re-design, rethink and re-engineer that 

system so that it is strengthened and re-invigorated" (Honourable UJal Dosanjh, 1997) 

and in doing so, do our utmost to ensure greater equality for al1 Canadians in the 

development of this healing mode1 of justice. 
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